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CHAPTER I 

SCIENCE MID THE ROMMvTICS 

In a ~uccinct statement of the relationship between 
", '1:,1 . 

present-day literature and science, William Powell Jones, 

in 'rhe Rhetoric of Science, states: "The conflict between 

the visionary power of the artist and the analytical method 

of the scientist has led to the twentieth century hostility 

of Ii terature and science. ltl On this fact, most scholars 

and critics agree. However, when did the conflict between 

the artist and scientist become hostile? The hostility, or 

the seeds thereof, has often been read into the Englisb 

Romantics' poetry. 

Altbough the terms ftRomantics If and "Romantic Perioal! 

are overworked, they are difficult to avoid. These terms 

are used in reference to the five major English poets from 

1793-1832. The use of these terms does not sanction all the 

characteristics generally attributed to this period of 

English literature. While the poets of this period share 

some common characteristics, undue emphasis on the similar

ities of this or any other "period" of literature leads at 

times to a misinterpretation of the period itself as well 

lWilliam Fowell Jones, The Rhetoric of Science 
(Berkeley: Univereity of California Press,1966), p. 1. 
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as a misinterpretation of the period in relation to the 

general trends in English literature. 

Because the Romantic Period comprises part of tbe 

nineteenth century, there seems to be a tendency to foist 

the scientific and moral traumas of the Victorian period 

back onto the Romantics. The Darwins are a striking case 

in point. Erasmus Darwin did foster the basic idea of 

evolution in his poems and several major Romantic poets 

were familiar with his work. However, it is not until 

Da.rwin's grandson connects evolution and the "survival of 

the t'ittest fl that tbe full implications and ra.l'fJifications 

become clear. Although the Romantic poets undoubtedly had 

to struggle to keep awake while reading Erasmus Darwin's 

The C30tanic Garden, it is the Victorian poets who have to 

struggle with the disturbing concept of !rthe survival of 

the t'ittest. rr 

The Romantic poets' reaction to science lies some

~<Jilere between the avid enthusi'lsm of many seventeenth and 

early eighteenth century poets and the decided hostility of 

many twentieth century poets. The Romantic reaction has not 

been fuTly explored. The use of nature and religion in the 

Romantic period has been studied, the Rorn'illtic concept of' 

nature has been carefully deline'3.ted, ELnd the use of science 

by individu'3.1 ~utborB has been explored. qowever, these 

lnd simiLir studies deal either iDcidentally with science 
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as an influence or concentrate on only one individual's 

use of science. In the case of Lord Byron, science can be 

dealt with only incidentally, for it plays a relatively 

insignificant role in his poetry. At the opposite extreme, 

the influence of science on the poetry of Percy Bysshe 

Shelley has often been carefully explored. But the positions 

of William Wordsworth, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, and John Keats 

are less clear. The relationship of the Romantics' use of 

science in the poetry of the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries is also rarely explored. 

To re-evalu3te science as an influence on the poetry 

of the English Romantics, it is necessary (1) to assess tbe 

role of science in literature prior to the Romantic Period, 

(2) to evaluate the use of science in English Romantic 

poetry, (3) to determine whether or not the Romantic poets 

were indeed hostile to science, and (4) to compare the 

Romantics' attitudes toward science with those of their 

literary predecessors. 



CHAPTER II 

INFLUENCE OF SCIENCE PRIOR TO ROMANTIC PERIOD 

The relationship between modern or experimental 

science and English literature of the seventeenth and 

ei~hteenth centuries provides some guidelines for a re

evalu'ltion of the Romantic poets' use of science. 1"1odern 

science began in the late sixteenth and early seventeentb 

centuries with the discoveries of Galileo and Kepler. In 

his hi2tory of science, A. E. E. McKenzie described tbe 

two components of modern science as "a nel'l1 experimental 

method of investigation and a mecbanical, mathematical 
l

picture of tbe universe .•.• Il Both facets of modern 

science eventually affected literature. 

Of the m~~y scientists of the seventeenth century, 

several deserve special attention. Sir Fr~nci8 Bacon's 

tremendous impact on scientific thinking bas long been 

recognized. Although experimentation in science had cer

tainly occurred before Bacon, Sir l"rancis W'1S responsible 

for experiment'1tion's new prominence. Bacon's b'1sic belief 

',HS well summ3.rized by R. F. ,Jones in his essay, "The 

e .. • .--. vag ~j.~ of Science1,.f-\. "D. i~. " ,p' C ··r'.-en Z 1 e, The... - ~ - Achieve'nents 
(Cambridge: University Press, 19 0" I, 1. 
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3ackground of the Attack on Science in the Age of Pope": 

Sir Francis believed that all the phenomena in the 
universe were the result of the operation of the 
prim9.ry lat-ls of nature, alone and combined. He did 
not think that these laws were many in number, but 
just as out of a relatively small number of letters 
innumerable words may be formed, so any number of 
phenomena could spring from v9.rious combinations 
of the laws. If man could discover these primary 
laws, then by combining them he could produce all 
natural phenomena and be indeed master of nature. 
But to discover them, Bacon held that it was first 
necessary to compile a natural history which would 
include all the data that the earth a.nd the funness 
thereof could contribute. l 

The enthusiastic reception of this impossible task led to 

many experiments, volumes of collected data, and the Royal 

Society. Although Bacon's ideas and their implementation 

by Bacon's followers seemed to be of secondary importance 

in relationship to literature, they did underlie the 

attac~ on science by such men of letters as Alexander Pope 

and Johnathan Swift and have been well explored in R. F. 

Jones' fascinating essay. 

The influence of Descartes was also recognizable. 

i1c enz:Le compared the methods of ':~acon and Descartes and 

concluded tt13.t It whereas3acon's method was experimental 

wd inductive that of Descartes was mat(jematical and 

deductive. n
2 Descartes' mechanical philosophy, R. H' J::lDBS 

noted, 

lH. ,;'. Jones, "The I3ackilrou.nd of the Attack ::m 
Science in the e of Pope, !I 2ighteentb-Century ;Snrlish 
Lit era t ur e, e d. J '1m e s L. C1iff 0 r d (Ne 1.>1 Yo r k : 0xfor d ~Tn i 
versity Press, 1959), p. 70. 

~ 0'C[\'1c'\enzie, E.£. cit., r:. u4· 

J
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laid out a pattern for explaining all natural 
phenomena on a basis of matter, motion and math
ematics, thus at one blow sweeping aside all the 
specious theories of traditional philosophies. 
Descartes saw in nature one vait machine filled 
with innumerable smaller ones. 

While Descartes managed to leave God in his scheme, God 

and man's soul fell victim to Thomas Hobbes' philosophy. 

These philosophical implications of science affected 

literature, just as the more tangible ideas of Bacon had. 

A third major scientific influence was, of course, 

Sir Isaac Newton. Newton was influential because of his 

discoveries and their philosophical implications. For 

example, his use of the telescope and revelation of the 

orderly universe were greeted as an affirmation of God's 

order. A God woo had planned and constructed such an 

u ~orderly universe must be very wise indeed. ..loweVer, 

Newton's physics seemed to undermine religion. This was 

contrary to ~ewton's personal belief; he felt there was 

nJ conflict between religion and science. 

Specific scientific inventions as well as scientific 

ideas had great impact. The telescope not only greatly 

increased the scientist's lmo,'I1ledge of the universe but 

also provided new images for the poets. The microscope 

revealed the order of a mi~iature world, intriguing to 

1 i J h' T p. 77."\. J.. t- on es, .QJ2.. 
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scientists and poet alike. Such scientific inventions and 

ideas made the seventeenth century a period of transition 

from medieval science to modern science. 

There was a pause in scientific advances for most 

of the eighteenth century; yet something was happening that 

;'IIas to have a profound effect on the Roman tics. In bis 

study of eighteenth century science, A. E. E. McKenzie 

noted that "during the hundred years following 1690 a 

succession of philosophers, Locke, Berkeley, Hume, and Kant, 

made a sustained attempt to assimilate ..• seventeenth 

lcentury science into philosophy.n These philosophies and 

their assimilation would have a profound effect in the Roman

tic period. 

Although John Locke's belief in experience as the sole 

source of knowledge has often been explored ~nd explained and 

his philosophy is well knohm, one aspect is especially note

worthy here due to its importance to the study of science 

and poetics. Locke described two different types of ideas. 

He felt there were ideas of sensation and ideas of reflec

tion. Throu8h reflecti~n the mind was able to	 organize the 

2ideas of sensation into something more complex. The seeds 

of Locke's theory l~ter found fertile soil in the poetic 

imagination of William Wordsworth. 

IMcKenzie, ~. cit., p. 122. 

2'b'-J 
~., p. 123. 
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Locke's philosophy set off a complex chain reaction. 

i3riefly, George Berkeley cri ticized Locke and expounded his 

own theory that matter existed in the mind. Berkeley's 

ideas still gave God an important role, a role David Hume 

wrote out of the script. In addition to his cause-and

effect principle, Hume concluded that man's own ideas are 

all that man really knows. Immanuel Kant's solution to the 

problems of mind and matter, experience ~Dd wisdom, was, in 

a way, a compromise. Kant felt knowledge was partly 

a priori, that is to say, prior to experience or
 
innate in the mind. . •• fillowledge •.• has two
 
components; that which is given by experience or
 
the a posteriori element, and that which i 1 pro

vided by the mind or the ~ eriori element.
 

This philosophical reaction resulting from the assimilation 

of science influenced not only the literature of the 

eighteenth century, but also the literature of the Romantic 

peri od • 

In addition to the scientific-philosophical chain 

reaction of Locke, 3erkeley, Hume, and Kant, Mc~enzie 

recognized "the establishment of modern chemistry, II fltbe 

formulation of the basic principles of geology," and two 

developments preparatory to nineteenth century science, 

"experimental investigation of' electricity," and "cla8sifi 

, • 112catory and descriptive work in olology." These scientific 

lIbid., p. 126. 2Ibid ., p. 122. 
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advances influenced both the literature of the eiahteenth 
c 

century and the Romantics: Wordsworth found geology helpful 

as he wrote his Guide to the Lakes; Shelley discovered the 

delights of chemistry and electricity: Keats pursued 

biological advances as a medical student; and Coleridge 

tried to assimilate all he could in each of these areas. 

In summary, science advanced in four ways in the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. First, there was a 

transition to new or experimental science. Second, broad 

scientific theories or methods were developed. Third, 

there were many specific scientific discoveries Dr inventions. 

And, fourth, scientific advances were assimilated philo

sophically. Each of these advances had an effect on the 

literature of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

The scientific discoveries and their philosophical 

digestion affected the literature of the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries in a number of ways. Although the 

impact of science w~s often apparent in the literature of 

the seventeenth century, poets varied in the extent of 

their scientific knowledge and their use of science in 

poetry. The works of Sir Pra..'1cis Bacon revealed bis interest 

in science. Not only did Bacon describe lithe preparat50DS 

and instruments,ft "emplcyments and functions," and 

"ord in 'lnces and ri tes" of Solomon's House, but 'lIs 0 
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suggested uses of science such as telephones and loud

speakers. 1 

Similarly, science permeates the writing of John 

Milton. M~rjorie Nicolson felt that the discoveries of 

Galileo, particularly the discoveries made possible by the 

telescope, were reflected in the cosmic perspective of 
2 

Hilton. In addition to this general scientific influence, 

Hilton's poetry contains such references as "the Tuscan 

artist" (Galileo) and "the optic glass" (telescope). Yet 

Milton, like other poets of both the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries, often mingled his knowledge of new 

scientific advances with the use of older sources or streams 

of knowledge, traditions, a~d superstitions. For example, 

although Milton was aware of the Copernican theory of the 

universe, he chose to use the Ptolemaic concept of the 

universe in Paradise Lost for it best suited his purposes. 

John Donne and Thomas Carew also blended various 

sources of knowledge in their poetry. In Donne's poetry can 

be found allusions to geography, mathematics, and Ptolemaic 

astronomy. 'rne lines from one of his "Holy Sonnets,1l 

lCharles W. Eliot (ed.), Essays, Civil and Moral and 
The 1'1(:0\'11' Atlantis; Areopagitica and T'ractate on Education; and 
ReligIO Medic: (Volume III of The Harvard Classics; New York~ 
P. ]". Collier and SOD, 1909), lcrr; 187. 

2M~rjorie Nicolson, Science and Imagination (Ithaca, 
New York: Cornell University Press, 1956), pp. 95~06. 
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fl At th e ro und earth s imagin' d corners, blov.r/Your trllmpe ts , 

Angel's • •• ,Ill graphically illustrate the poetic blend of 

scientific knowledge that the world is round with an older 

tradition that the world is square. Thomas Carew's poetry, 

too, contains reference to Ptolemaic cosmology as well as 

2
"the golden atoms of the day." Although poets knew and 

used science, they did not discard older poetic traditions. 

There were other poets who were amateur scientists 

but did not see fit to introduce this knowledge directly 

into their poetry. A prime example of this phenomena is 

Dryden. Strangely enough, this Royal Society member 

crllj once expressed direct praise of science (in liTo My 

Honor'd Friend, D. Chareton," in 1663), and he used alchemy 

and astrology as opposed to the new science for his poetic 

imagery.3 Yet, H. P. Jones concluded, "Dryden respected 

science and was a pioneer in the new prose whose simplicity 

reflected the desire of the Royal Society for clarity and 

. _ ,,4preClseness. Therefore, even though Dryden was reticent 

lJohn Donne, The Complete Poetry and Selected Prose 
of John Donna, ad. Ch~rle8 M. Coffin [New York: Random 
Rou~1952), p. 249. 

2Hobert P. Tristram Coffin and Alexander H. \'\Ii ther
spoon (ads.), Seventeenth Century Prose and Poetry (New York: 
Fi<lrc ourt, i3ri'lCe & Company, 1946), p. 130. 

3 . 37 4Ib , , \-;. P. Jon e s, .52.£. C 1 t ., p.. , 10 • 
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to praise science directly or use scientific images, science 

did affect his prose style. In evaluating the period. 

W. P. Jones felt that possibly Dryden and Sir Thomas Browne 

could	 be classified as amateur scientists who did not see 

l any value in science as a literary SUbject. 

Within the same century other writers used science 

rarely or not at all. Many examples can be cited. Ben 

Jonson, in The Alchemist, was not satirizing a silly belief, 

but was reflecting that period's serious belief in alchemy 

subscribed to by such men as Sir Isaac Newton. Scattered 

references to the telescope, geography, and eclipses were 

found in the works of John Donne, Henry Vaughan and Sir 

Thomas T3rowne. Yet a study of the works of Shakespeare 

which fall within the early seventeenth century scarcely 

revealed the scientific-intellectual ferment of the period. 

Thus, the use of science in the literature of the seventeenth 

century varied widely. 

This varied knowledge and use of science by Ii terary 

figures continued into the eighteenth century. Just as in 

the seventeenth century, there were poets Who were inter

eated in science but did not introduce it into their poetry. 

,Tones noted: 

Along with the popularization of n~tural history 
in En~land, there arose a serious study of	 science 

lIbid., p. 33. 
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by amateurs with literary bent, and from accurate 
observation of nature by writers like Thomas Gray 
and George Crabbe there came an understanding of 
nature that was to have a great influence on
English literature, even though these two scientist 
poets did not introduce much science into their 
poetry. 

Gray and Crabbe were students of botany, interested in 

accurate observation of nature and science, yet these 

two men used little of their scientific knowledge in their 

poetry. 

However, just as there had been in the preceding cen

tury, there were eighteenth century poets who were not only 

interested in science, but were also interested in including 

their scientific knowledge in poetry. Before 1740, the 

amateur scientist continued to concentrate his efforts 

primarily on the stars and Newton,2 and scientific allusions 

and images in literature reflected this interest. The lit 

erature of the early eighteenth century is filled with the 

praise of God and his orderly universe. Science offered 

proof of God's wisdom, and many long poems labored to 

demonstrate that science was illustrative of God's "order, 

prov)_'0 eTIce, and d"lVlne WlSL:Om.'.:l 1f3 .'"ti! _ OnY A. ('t'\-th . s hI ey vooper, 

Lord Shaftsbury, an important influence on the Romantic 

poets, made reference to the importance of the natural order 

l~b'dLL·, p, 31.
 

3Ibicl ., p. 20,
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in The Horalists: A Rhapsody, when be said lfBut were we more 

so, as this inquiry would make us, we should then see beauty 

~d decorum here as well as elsewhere in Nature, and the 

order of the moral world would then equal that of the nat

ural. III The conviction of this statement rested securely 

upon the recent proof of just how orderly that natural world 

was. The poetry of Mark Aikenside also glorified the perfec

tion of the universe. His poetry, too, was well-known to the 

Romantics. 2 

Although for a few years, 1740-1760, the amateur 

scientist concentrated his efforts on the study of the 

microscope and wh~t it migbt reveal,3 this interest was 

replaced by a far more important influence on the Romantics, 

the interest in botany and natural history which captivated 

4the amateur scientist's attention after 1760. John Aiken 

felt natural history was a respectable subject for poetry, 

and James Thomson' sl'he Seasons demonstrated the validity 

of Aiken's belief. This influential pre-Romantic's use of 

science has long been recognized. For exa~ple, Dr. Johnson 

in his Lives of th~ Poets su~ge8ted that science helped 

1~rne8t Bernbaum (ed.), Anthology of Romanticism 
(New York: The Ronald Press Company, 194B1, p. S. 

" LIbid., p. 1066. 

31',fJ. P.~. Jones, Qr. cit., p. IS. 



Thomson "to recollect and combine, to arrange his discoveries, 

and to amplify the sphere of his contemplation."l Thomson 

used natural history and accurate observation, which was 

considered a p~rt of the scientific method, to make his 

poetic description of the seasons more vivid. Jones 

expressed the importance of Thomson's influence on the 

Romantics by noting that 

This blending of science and the georgic tradition 
in the poet's use of natural history becomes more 
understandable in the light of the continuity of 
religious themes in the eighteenth-century scientific 
imagery of nineteenth-century romantic poets is that 
of nl tural his tory, whe re nigh tingale and skylark, 
primrose and daffodil, are the most familiar of the 
multitudinous species observed in landscape and 
identified in science handbooks. Thomson's Seasons 
had a continuing, and even accelerating influence on 
this scientific georgic poetry. The blend of nature 
description and philosophic meditation in Thomson 
leads directly into the romantic poetry of the nine
teenth century.2 

Thomson's use of science was not only apparent in his 

blendin? of science and the i7eorgic tradition, but also 

in his direct statements on the subject, such as his 

poem, tlTo the Memory of Sir 18a3.c NeHton, II in wbich he 

voiced pride in Newton's discoveries. 

Two 0 th er noted wri ters w!") 0 had an influ ence on th e 

Romantics, were also interested in natural history. 

l~ . , T·h·on rl"tlaS o~ the M~at Eminen t EnE' Ii 8 h.JamlJ81.. vO DS' , , ~_1 '''--''. ~ _v_.. _ :..:-~~_ 

Poets (Philadelphi'3.: Claxton, Hemsen and H9.f'felfinger, 
--J ~l i l?/"' ) , II, L~40. 

2.
/1. P. J::;nes, lac. cit. 
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lbert Whi te, in Tbe Na.tural History and iLntiqui ties of 

Selborne, looks closely ~t nature with delightful results, 

such as his detailed observations of and about the turtle. l 

,vi 11iam Jartram' s Incidents and Scenes in Florida abounds 

\Vito his Observations about nature and many scientific 

terms, such as lI pistia, n "nymphaa, II Hzanthoxylon, fI 

I1pyramid'11 magnolia grandiflora,1I lIyucca gloriosa,!I f!palm3. 

1l2elat'1, II and fl'unbrosial ci tra. N.'1tural history would 

later receive the same close observation but more poetic 

expression in the poetry of the Romantics. 

lliam ~owper had mixed feelings toward science. 

~he Task, for example, revealed both negative and positive 

'1tti tudes. cToseph "h.rren 3e3.cb described The Task as "full 

of protest aRa~nst all scientific study not illuminated by 

In contrast, The f'lSk also revealed 

~owper's approval of Sir Isaac Newton's and Sir Matthew 

. , L+.
1ale's use of scientific knowledge to support re~lgLon 

ilis Dvm interest in and use of the l'3.test scientific dis-

jcO'/(3ries ..'v. r Jones supports tbis c0nclusion for he felt 

L, pp.'::,ern b 8.um, 

no oq-lr·l
~Jl. /'_' \ ill 

3,roseoh arren 'lch, The Concept or 'ltLlre in 
I. ine te nth - C:3n t LJ r V i~nR Ii8tl PCletry (Ii e '.AJ{0 rk : P'l2eant 
kJ 0 k C:Jm p :In y, 1 9~ 6), p. Ill. 

i-tlbid. 
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that Cowper lIenjoyed using the latest discoveries of science 

\	 as far as his limited knowledge allowed."l This conclusion 

was supported by studies like that of Harry P. Kroiter. 2 

3each concurs with Jones and Kroiter by saying, lIhe used 

the rhetoric of his poetic powers to summarize the popular 

science that he knew. He was no philosopher; but he was 

able to persuade others that the wisdom of God was still 

revealed in nature. lIJ 

As previously mentioned, eighteenth century philoso

phers worked to assimilate seventeenth century science. 

After this assimilation, the periodical essays passed on 

the knowledge to the reading public. W. P. Jones felt 

The Spectator was most successful at the passing of seienti 

fic information and demonstrated several uses Addison made 

of science. Por example, in The Spectator No. 121, Joseph 

Arldison discussed the wisdom revealed in nature, and in No. 

~20 and No. 54J, he made reference to the telescope and the 

microscope, and how these two scientific instruments revealed 

4the wisdom in nature. This use of science in The Spectator 

and th e a bund ance of s cien tifi c handba 0 ks helped erea te &.11 

1',1V\i p'
• L' 

Ton e s, Q£.." ~.,t p. 213. 

2"harry ~,rr·t.terOl "Th e I f1 uence of 'Popul=>r'""r . er, n ~. SCl'ence1 

on 'tJilliam Cowper," I'iTodern Philology, LXI 0-19y, 196J..d, 
281-287. 

J'3each, QE. cit., p. 217. 

L~1')
f~ • 

p) 
• L

TOI1'"
0,-"

Q --.t.-0 n .. ci t. , p. 21~. 

0 
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audience for Romantic poetry. 

By the end of the eighteenth century, men like 

Srasmus Darwin devoted entire poems to the tedious exp1ana

tion of scientific ideas or discoveries. The poetry of 

Erasmus Darwin proved that science can have an adverse 

effect on poetry; it became apparent that too much science 

killed poetry. The use of science was very obvious in 

Darwin's poetry--in fact, it ~ his poetry, and the results 

were disastrous. J. L. Lowes described Darwin's Botanic 

Garden as "metallic couplets tl filled with a f1 por tentous 

sediment of scientific notes."l W. P. Jones, after a twelve-

page study of very scientific poems, concluded that 

The Botanic Garden seems to prove that science, 
especially botany, had by 1790 become too technical 
to be treated as a suitable subject for poetry. 
Science can speak effectively in poetry at this time 
only in the gentler aspects of nature, catalogues of 
flowers and birds in nature description or the idea 
of divine wisdom and order observed in the natural 
history of rural England. 2 

The results of the use of too mucb science in poetry were 

knotvn to the Bomantic poets for most of them were familiar 

with Darwin's works. The net result seemed to be the 

impressicm that there is a limit to how much science can 

he used effectively in poetry. 

IJobn Livingston Lowes, The Road to Xanadu (New York: 
.. .J ,-- ,j \.J -.) -./; I ~3Uv ~ l nt ".::t.'7·0!~: q""'OI{",r J 19(0 ~ , P III.-J. 

2"iJ. P. Jones, .Q.2. cit., p. 212. 
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Otber poets had an intense interest in science quite 

different from Darwin's. They pointed out the limitations 

of science. In tbe seventeenth century, science had been 

mildly rebuked for not being aware of these limitations. 

After these gentle reprimands, science, in the eighteenth 

century, felt the stinging wit of both Alexander Pope and 

Jonathan Swift. The reasons for the scorn and satire born 

of the attitudes of Pope and Swift were carefully explored 

by Fl. F. Jones and were too numerous to recount. However, 

two faults mentioned by Jones serve as illustrations. The 

ranks of the scientists had been invaded by all sorts of 

rabble, and the experimentalists were chided for "the glar

ing faults of judgment which failed to distinguish between 

the worth of things and whicb proposed silly and impossible 

-1-.projects. nl These faults are exposed by the scathing sa ulre 

of P'Jpe and Swift. 

Another eighteenth century poet, Peter Pindar (John 

Walcot), took issue with science for similar reasons. For 

Walcot, the Linnaeus classification system, which influenced 

georgic poetry, interest in natural history, and travel book 

descriptions of flora and fauna, tecame the object of satire. 

Sir Joseph 3Qnks, who became the focal point of much of the 

s~tire aimed at scientists, was of particular interest to 

Walcot. After a delightful a~count of Walcot's sqtire, 

lR. ~ Jones,~. cit., p. 83. 
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w. P. Jones noted that science began to make great develop

mental strides after the day of Swift and Pope. l The decline 

of satirical poetry at the time corresponded with the 

improvements in science. 

Tbe attitudes of poets in both the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries varied widely, from complete disinter

est to avid devotion, as did their interest in and use of 

scientific knowledge. Some poets were amateur scientists 

who ignored or used little of their scientific knowledge in 

their poetry. Those who used contemporary scientific dis

coveries also felt free to blend their scientific knowledge 

with any other or older source that met their poetic require

ments. Some poets devoted entire poems to the praise of 

science, while others chose to ridicule or completely ignore 

science. Many found in science, proof of God's wisdom and 

order. ',Jith this background, the Romantic poets' use of 

science may be put into proper perspective. 

1,,1/. F. Jcmes, op. cit., p. 199. 



CHAPrER III 

WORDSWORTH ~~D SCIENCE 

Critics seem to imply that Wordsworth simply did 

not like science. For example, Douglas Bush discusses 

Wordsworth's "strong and conscious revolt against the 

scientific view of tbe world and man. ,,1 .!l...nd Alfred Nortb 

Whitehead declares that Wordsworth "weakens his evidence 

by his dislike of science" and cites 8S examples the 

pby s i ci an "pe aping and botani zing on his mother's grave" 

and the famous line, 111tle murder tD dissect."2 I,'ifitb these 

statements Wordsworth's reaction to science seems clear. 

however, a closer examination of I!Jordst-lOrth's poetry in 

light of the use of science in poetry in the seventeenth 

and eighteenth centuries reveals only slight variations. 

As were the seventeenth and eighteenth century 

poets, ordswortb was aware of the limitations of science. 

0wton Phelps Stallknecht agrees with Whitehead's conclu

sian that 1;iordslvorth 's "c::msistent theme is that the 

IDouglas Bush, "VJords'.tJOrth: A Hinori ty Report, ff 

~ordsworth: Centenary Studies, ed. Gilbert T. Dunklin 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1951), p. e. 

2Alfred North Whitehead, Science and the Modern 
VJorld (N 8,,1 York: The ('hcmi llan Comp:lny, D2b), pp. 120-121. 
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important facts of Nature elude tbe scientific method. ,,1 As 

Wordsworth told a scientist friend, William Rowan Hamilton, 

he revered the kind of science which "ra ised the mind 
to the con tern pla tion 01' God in His works, II bu t that he 
would ratber be a "superstitious old woman" than subject 
himself to "all science which was a bare collection of 
facts for their own sake, or to be applied merely to 
the material use of life."2 

Wordsworth does not condemn all science, but he does 

recognize its limitations. 

This recognition of the limits of science can be 

fcnmd throughout \'lordsworth I s poetry. In "The Tables 

Turned," Wordsworth offers an alternate source of wisdom 

to a friend who had earlier cbided him. After describing 

the wisdom nature offers, Wordsworth notes 

Sweet is the lore which Nature brings;
 
Our meddling intellect
 
Mis-shapes toe beauteous forms of things:-

We murder to dissect.
 

Enough of Science and of Art;
 
Close up those barren leaves;
 
Come forth, and bring with you a heart
 
Ttnt watches and receives. 3
 

Wordsworth here does not cbide all of science, but he does 

disparage idle dissection. Fairchild feels that this 

INewtoD Phelps Stallknecht, Str~nfe Seas of Thought 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 1945), p. 83. 

2Hoxie Neale Flirchild, Romantic ?aith (Volume III of 
Religi~u3 Trends in English Poetry; New York: Columbia Jni
varsity Press, 1949), 241. 

3William Wordsworth, The Poetic~l WorkS of Wordsworth, 
ed. Thomas Hutchinson (London: Oxford University Press, lQ66), 
p. 377. 
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suspicion of analysis, of dissection, is typical •••• 
Logic is chiefly analytic. Romantic thougbt is chiefly 
synthetic. It wants large inspiring wholes, and it is 
very impatient or ~~y ractual obstacle that may lie in 
the way of obtaining thern. l 

hTordsworth reels the "racts ll sometimes block or hide the 

truth, a unity he is seeking. Beach supports this conclu

sian with his analysis of the thought, 1I\l7e murder to 

dissect. 1I 

Again, he rerers primarily, not to anatomical but to 
psychological dissection. And what he disparages is 
not so much the dissection or the mind as the failure 
to recognize the unity or the mind w~ich has thus been 
divided into its component elements. 

Although it is rair to say Wordsworth reels dissection can 

be dis as tro us, it is unrair to in terpre t 1l\4e murder to 

dissect tl as a blanket indictment against science. 

Another passage often quoted as an example or 

l'Jordsworth's dislike for science is taken rrom 11), Poet's 

Critics cite the stanzas dealing with the 

Physician t.]ho "would peep and botanize/Upon his mother's 

9'rave.,,3 HOHever, it is important to remember that 

Wordsworth also asks, 

Art thou a Statist in the van
 
Of public conrlicts trained and bred?
 
--First learn to love one living man;
 
Then may'st thou think upon the dead.
 

lHoxie l:eale l<'3irchild, cl'he Romantic Quest (Ne~,r ';Torlc 
~ l~'~'-- 111nU8sell and Russell, l.nc., 'jO-;), p. -. 

2 3S 3.Ch, QQ.. cit., p. 106. 

3 . 3,0,0.\Jordsworth, ,22., ~1t., p •. 



A Lawyer art thou?--draw not nigh!
 
Go, carry to some fitter place
 
The keeness of that practised eye,
 
The hardness of that sallow face.
 

Art thou a Man of purple cheer?
 
A rosy M~n, rigbt plump to see?
 
Approach; yet, Doctor, not too near,
 
This grave no cushion is for tbee.
 

Or art thou one of gallant pride,
 
A soldier and no man or chaff?
 
Welcome!--but lay thy sword aside,
 
And lean upon a peasant's staff.
 

A r-loralis t perchance appears;
 
Led, Heaven knows how! to this poor sad:
 
~nd he has neither eyes nor ears;
 
Himself his world, and his own God;
 

One to t..Jbose smooth-rubbed soul can cling
 
or form, nor feeling, great or small; 

A reasoning, self-sufficing thing, 
An intellectual All-in-all! 1 

\'JordsHortb seems to be cautioning against too much le9.rning 

of any kind for he also admonishes the phY8ici&~, statist, 

lawyer, soldier, and moralist. Be'1ch supports this 

conclusic:n: 

'3ut no real scorn for science J_S manifest in this 
reference, which goes along with simil9.r disparag
ing characterizations of a lawyer, a divine, a 
Soldier, a moralist, and a public man (lTstatist fi ). 
~ach one of these is ~n unsy~p9thetic--because blind 
~nd heartless--representative of his profession--all 
ofthem set inc on t r a s t toth e p 0 8 t, 1tJh 0, '"e a k 'ill d 
idle in comparison wit these serious men, i8 praised 
~ h' h - ~ l' d . t t' 'd CLor .18 umane 1 ee_lng an unpre en lOUS W1S om. 

~ 1072n·h 't'")6 ae.. , ~. ~., t-'. "1 ; • 
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It is clear that Wordsworth is not singling out tbe man of 

science for attack. 

In the second book of The Prelude, Wordsworth once 

again reiterates that scientific knowledge is limited. In 

bis tribute to Coleridge, he declares, 

Thou, my friend! art ODe 
More deeply read in thy O~D thoughts; to thee 
Science appears but what in truth she is 
Not as our glory and our a.bsolute boast, 
But as a succedaneum, and a prop 
To our infirmity. No officious slave 
Art thou of that false sec~ndary power 
By which we multiply distinctions, then 
Deem that our puny boundaries are things 
That we perceive, and not that we have made. 
To thee, unblinded by these formal arts, 
The unity of all hath been revealed. 

Again, Wordsworth is not oblivious to the value of science, 

but he does point out its limi tations. Science is a "prop, II 

a tlsecondary pOvler/By which tie multiply distinctions. 1I 

Throughout his poetry, Wordsworth seems to be con

stantly at-Jare of the limitations of science, but be does 

not seem to challenge science as a source of knowledge. 

However, he does seem to be challenging science in a general 

lA9..:J in the fourtb book of The 6xcurs ion: 

Shall men for whom our age 
Onbaffled powers of vision hath prepared, 
To explore the t'll'orld wi thout and Horld wi thir), 

. bl' ''? . b't' , 'tge joyless as tne lnG, Am I laus splrl s-
Whom earth, at this late 8eas~n, hath produced 
To regulate the moving spheres, and weigh 
The planets in the hollow of their hand: 

cit, , p.SoS. 
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And they who rather dive than soar, whose pains 
Have solved the elements, or analysed 
The thinking principle--shall they in fact 
Prove a degraded Race? and what avails 
Renown, if the presumption make them such? 
Oh! there is laughter at their work in heaven! 
Enquire of ancient Wisdom; go, demand 
Of mighty Nature, if 'twas ever meant 
That we should pry far off yet be unraised; 
That we should pore, and dwindle as we pore, 
Viewing all objects unremittingly 
In disconnection dead and spiritless; 
And still dividing, and diViding still, 
Break down all grandeur, still unsatisfied 
With the perverse attempt, while littleness 
May yet become more little; waging thus 
An impious warfarr with the very life 
Of our own souls~ 

This description of science "viewing all objects 

unremi ttingly" sounds like the work of a man who read and 

enjoyed GUlliver's Travels and A Tale of ~ Tub. However, 

this is not the approach to science Wordsworth normally 

takes. In fact, Beach su'~gests this is "the only passage 

in ~ordsworth which might properly be regarded as attacking 

. . f' d' f h' t· ,,2 11 d ththe general SClentl 1C ten enCles 0 _IS Ime. ~or swor _ 

8 e ems to 1:JO n d e r i f scien ce c '3.D see the 1 ar gene s s 0 f 1 i f e . 

On this point, Whitehead observes that 

Wordsworth in his whole being expresses a consciou8 
reaction against the mentality of the eighteenth cen
tury. This mentality means nothing else than the 
acceptance of the scientific ideas at their face value. 
Wordsworth was not bothered by any intellectual 
antagonism. What moved him was a moral repulsion. 
Fe felt that something had been left out, and that what 
had been left out comorised everything that was most 
important. _i 

? ~ 

" I-h'd cBeach, locoL,l., pp. 636-637. ci t. 

3~,hi'1 te,h 8 a d , 00. cit., p. 112....:.....b... _ 
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Perhaps again Wordsworth is only sounding the limitations 

of science~ only this time not limiting his comment to the 

reckless accumulation of meaningless facts. 

Whether attacking a specific method of scientific 

inve8tigation~ pointing Dut the limitations of science, 

or questioning general tendencies of science, Wordsworth's 

position is not a new one. As Beach concludes, Wordswortb 

had no antagonism to scientific studies, though he 
deprecated the mechanistic tendency of some scientists 
who were incapable Df viewing the universe in the 
large, and who took no account of the animating and 
motivating force behind all natural phenomena. l 

Wordsworth, as poets of the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries had before him, recognizes the limitations of 

science. 

Wordsworth is also aware of the limitations of science 

as poetic subject matter. In bis "Preface" to the Lvrical 
" 

3a11a05, he says, 

Poetry is the first and last of all knowledge--it is 
as immortal as the heart of man. If the labours of 
1'181' of science should ever create any material reV'olu

, ., ,,,.... ' d't'd' +-htlon, dIrect: or Inalrecv, lD our c'on l lon~ ~VJ ' lD vue 

impressions which we habitually receive, the Poet will 
sleep then no more than at present; he will be ready 
to fo11;)w the steps of the i'~an of science, not only in 
those 2eneral 1.ndirect effects, but be will be at his 

. , '". t" ~ t h - "r .'" t h .. ob ~ ~ c t ~Sl06, c3.rrYl.ng senS:l-.lon lnl.<O de U110g .... 01.. ,'~le ""~ftj vO:;; 

of the science itself. The remotest discoveries of the 
Chemist, the Botanist, or Mineralagist, will be as 
proper objects 01 the Poetls art as any upon wbich it 

, ",,~, • i ..... : !,....,,,. er c·,...,.,., ,.,'nenCa.l} De errpl..oyeo, l.L t;.t1e l.d.me SuOUlO 6 Vf!vUle ~~ . .f 

tbese things shall be familiar to U3, ~~d the relations 
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under which they are contemplated by the followers of 
these respective sciences shall be manifestly and 
palpa.bly m9.terial to us as enjoying and suffering 
beings. If the time should ever come when what is 
now called science, thus familiarised to men, shall be 
ready to put on, as it were, a form of flesh and 
blood, the Poet will lend his divine spirit to aid 
the transfiguration, and will welcome the Being thus 
produced as a dear and genuine inmate of the household 
of man. l 

Despite this positive attitude toward science, Wordsworth'S 

poetry is not highly saturated with scientific allusions. 

As \oJordsworth stipulates, science will be used when "things 

sha.ll be familiar to us" and "manifestly and palpably 

material to us." At the time of this statement, science 

was ecoming increasingly complex and less familiar to the 

layman. For this reason, Wordsworth continues to use 

science much as other poets had before him. 

The poetry of Darwin may explain why Wordsworth does 

no t cons tan tly find even "fami li ar II se ience "mani fes tly and 

palpably material," Darwin tried to express his scientific 

knowledge poetically. His final attempt to blend science 

and poetry in The Love of Plants is described by N. H. 

· ?Abrarrs as unholy and degrading to both poetry an"d SCIence. ~ 

lWilliam Wordsworth, Prefatory Essays, Postscripts 
and Notes (Volume X of The Complete Poetical \,I]"orks of 
WIIl i am \;Jord s wo rth j Bas ton: Hough ton Mi ffli n Com pan y , 
1(11), 23-24. 

2~:. TL Abrams (ed.), Ei;nr-1ish Romantic Poets 
(r'0ew'{or\{: OxCord University Pres8, Inc., 1960), p. 
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The reasons for this degradation are explored by W. P. Jones. 

He notes that 

The Botanic Garden seems to prove that science, 
especially botany, bad by 1790 become too technical 
to be treated as a suitable subject for poetry. 
Science can speak effectively in poetry at this time 
only in the gentler aspects of nature, the catalogues 
of flowers and birds in nature descriotion or the idea 
of divine wisdom and order observed i~ the natural 
history of rural England. 

Perhaps because Darwin's poetry illustrates so well the 

disastrous results of too much inanim3..te technical scienti

fie information, Wordsworth Wisely limits his use of science 

in poetry. 

Although Wordsworth recognizes the limitations of 

science in general and as a poetic subject, he does find 

science to have some importance. A lengthy explanation of 

the role of science is found in the fifth book of The 

Prelude, "Books," as irJordsworth describes his meeting \..rith 

the Arab who carries the stone and the shell. Wordsworth 

remembers that he had been si tting and musin[Z on "poetry 

and geometric truth,/And their high privilege of lasting 

life," vJhen he h3.d fallen asleep. As he slept he 

.Passed into a dream. 
I saw before me stretched a bound less plain 
or sandy vJilderness, all bl3.ck and void, 
i~:nd 9.S I looked ar::Jlmo, dis tres s and fear 
Came creeping over me, when at my side, 
Close at my side, an uncouth shape appeared 
Upon a dromedary, mounted high, 
He seemed an Arab of the gedouin tribes: 
A lance he bore, ~nd underneath one arm 
A stone, '3.nd in the opposite hand a shell 
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Of a surpassing brightness. At the sight 
Much I rejoiced, not doubting but a guide 
Was present, one who with unerring skill 
Would through the desert lead me; and while yet 
I looked and looked, self-questioned what 

this freight 
Which the new-comer carried through the waste 
C:lUld mean, the Ara.b told me that the stone 
(To give it in the language of the dream) 
~'Jas "Euclid I s Elements; II and "This, II said he

"Is something of more worth;" and at the word'
 
Stretched forth the shell, so beautiful in shape,
 
In colour so resplendent, with command
 
That I sbould hold it to my ear. I did so,
 
And heard th8t instant in an unknown tongue,
 
Which yet I understood, articulate sounds,
 
A loud prophetic blast of harmony;
 
An Ode, in passion uttered, which foretold
 
Destruction to the children of the earth
 
By deluge, now at hand. No sooner ceased
 
The song, than the Arab with calm lo~k declared
 
That all would come to pass of which the voice
 
Had given forewarning, and that he himself
 
Was going then to bury those two books:
 
The one that held acquaintance with the stars,
 
And wedded soul to soul in purest bond
 
Of reason, undisturted by space or time;
 
The other that was a god, yea many gods,
 
Had voices more tbfu~ all the winds with power
 
To exhilarate the spirit, ~d to soothe 1
 
Through every clime, the heart of human kind.
 

rhe rider then hurries off and the dreamer follows. The 

Arab p9.uses only once, to comment that the ttbed of Qlitter

in~ light!! is !tthe W3.ter DC the deep gathering upon us, and 

then le9.vas, still carrying his two-fold treasure. The poet 

awakes in terror. It is obvious from the dream Wordsworth 

describes and his further comments on the dream that he 

believes poetic insight is superior to the knov.!ledge oro

vi~ed by factual science, for science weds ns~ul to s~\Jl 

l'iJordsleJOrth, rhe Poetical \':orks of 1,.JorrJsl.J'orth, 00. 

cit., pp. 5?2-52J. 
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in purest band/Of reason," while poetry soothes lithe heart 

of human kina. II David Perkins supports this interpretation, 

far he feels that abstract science is a way to escape, but 

is not a final resolution of the human dilemma for abstract 

l
science suppresses feeling. However, it must also be noted 

that Wordsworth, although he feels poetic knowledge or 

in8L~ht is a superior guide, refers to the stone and shell 

as a r'two-fold treasure." His preference is clear; however, 

he does recognize the other source of knowledge as being 

wortrn<Jhile. 

In the 8 ixth bo ok of The Prel ua e, I! Cambrid g e and 

the Alps, II h'orasworth again recognizes science as a source 

of meaningful knowledge. He states that one may not 

.••entirely overlook 
fhe pleasure gathered from the rudiments 
Of ~eometric science. ~hoUQh advanced 
In fhese enquiries, with re~ret I speak, 
No farther than the threshold, there I found 
Both elevati~n and composed delight; 
':'1 th Ina ian '11",e and 1,-wnd e r, i Qn oran c e ple as ed 
v'ith its own stru~gles, did I-meditate 
On the rel~tion those abstractions bear 
To Ngture's lavIS, a-nd by what process led, 
Those immaterial agents bowed their heads 
Duly to serve the mind of earth-born man; 
?rDm st~r to star, from kindred sphere to sphere, 
Fr~m system on to systerr: without end. 

More frequently from the same source I drew 
A pleasure quiet and profound, a sense 
Of permanent and universal eway, 
And paramount belief; there, recognized 
A type, for finite natures, of the one 
Supreme Exis tance, the surpassing life 

( ,,,", 3m h rl"..:1 ~ '" •Permanence '...,I ,i. _\..J~: v .._ l...J 

pp. 37 I n _ ,-L~" 
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Which--to the boundaries of space and time,
 
Of melancholy space and doleful time,
 
Superior, and incapable of change,
 
Nor touched by welterings of passion--is,
 
And hath the name of, God. Transcendent peace
 
And silence did await upon these thoughts
 
That were a frequent comfort to my youth. l
 

Although he feels regret that he advanced only to the 

threshold of his enquiries into geometric science, he 

does derive pleasure, elevation and delight from sucb 

studies. Even more frequently, he feels he draws from 

his studies of the rudiments of geometric science a 

revelation of Gad's wisdom, much as did poets of the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

Wordsworth, then, does recognize both the value 

and the limitations of science as a source of knowledge. 

3ut how does this recognition affect his poetry? W. P. 

,Jones' book, The Rhetoric of Science, centers on the use 

of science in the poetry of the eighteenth century. How

ever, near the end of his 3tudy, Jones summarizes the old 

'l.<'Jd the new in scientific poetry. He feels U]'3.t the old 

scientific poetry reveals divine order and that the new is 

'1 "sympathetic observation of English tress, flo1,>Jers 9J1d 

'. J ,,2OlPC,8 •••• Wordsworth's poetry reveals toth the old 

'1no the new. 

lWordsworth, The Poetical Works of Wordsworth, 
. t r~ ':)022.. Cl 0' p. ')_ . 

2, P Ttv*- .. cones, 
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As Jones notes in reference to both the seventeenth 

and eighteenth centuries, poets looked to the recent scien

tific revelations of order in every aspect of nature--from 

the revelations of the microscope to the revelations of 

the telescope--and found support for their belief in God 

and his orderly universe. Wordsworth continu9s the tradi

tion of seeing wisdom and order revealed in nature. In 

the second book of The Prelude, he explains the difference 

in his reaction to the sun as a boy and as a man: 

.a boy I loved the sun, 
Not as I since have loved him, as a pledge 
And surety of our earthly life, a light 
Which we behold and feel we are alive; 
Nor for his bounty to so many worlds-
But for this cause, that I had seen him lay 
His beauty on the morning hills.. 1 

As a boy, Wordsworth appreciates only the beauty the sun 

imp') r t 8 tot hew 0 rId, but asaman he apprecia t e 8 the s un 

as an affirmation of life and necessary to the order of 

the world. 

In his poem, "The Tables Turned, ft It[ords'.JOrth makes 

a very explicit statement on the virtues of nature as a 

teacher: 

Booksl 'tis a dull and endless strife:
 
Come, hear the woodland linnet,
 
How sweet his musicl on my life,
 
There's more of wisdom in it.
 

IWordsworth, The Poetical Works of Wordsworth, 

-'
o 1). c i. t., p P .S04 -Sc~ 
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And hark! bow blithe the throstle sings!
 
He, too, is no mean preacher: ~
 

Come forth into the light of things,
 
Let nature be your teacher.
 

She b~s a world of ready wealth,
 
Our minds and hearts to bless-

Spontaneous wisdom breathed by health,
 
Truth breathed by cbeerfulness.
 

One impulse from a vernal wood
 
May teach you more of man,
 
Of moral evil and of good,
 
Than all the sages can. l
 

Wordsworth clearly indicates in this poem the virtues of 

nature as a teacher. He, like poets before him in the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, finds wisdom and 

order revealed in nature, but for Wordsworth the revela

tion comes most often through natural history. 

Imother expres8i~n of Wordsworth's understanding 

of nature >3.nd the lessons and pleasures to be derived from 

her, is found in rtrvTichael": 

Fields, where with cheerful spirits he had breathed 
The common air; hills, whicb with vigorous step 
qe had so often climbed; which had impressed 
So many incidents upon his mind 
Of hardship, skill or courage, joy or fear; 
Which, like a book, preserved the memory 
Of the dumb animals, whom he had s3.ved, 
Had fed or sheltered, linking to such acts 
The certainty of honorable gain; 
Those fields, those hills--what could they less?-

had 1>11d 
Stron~ hold on his affections, were to him 
A pleisurable feeling of blind love, 2 
The pleasure 1,1hich there is in life itself. 

2 Tb "dlIbid., p. 377. ~., p. 105. 
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The hills are more th an a backdrop. They are "like a bo ok" 

and impress lisa many incidents on bis mind." In bis study, 

English Rom3.ntic Poets, H. H. Abrams states that this was 

a common feat of the Romantics, lito read meanings into the 

1
landscape." This is not a new idea, for beginning as 

Aarly as the discoveries of Newton and the order revealed 

by the telescope, poets have used the happenings and content 

of nature to reveal God's wisdom. As Jones states, Keats 

and Wordsworth are hostile to science only on the surface 

"for their main theme is the physico-theological one of the 

wisdom of God in n'1ture."2 Jones adds that the Romantics are 

continuing the "tbemes of orovidence, and the divine l>lisdom
~ 

in nat~re which by this time rlate eighteenth century7 had 

already been rejected by the philosoPhers.,,3 

3each, too, feels that Wordsworth sees the wisdom 

"PVJ..of God revealed in nature. In his Concept Nature, he 

states that 1tlordsitJorth is 1tlriting "•. . in the tradition of 

2nglish poetry of the eighteenth century and English 

theol:Jgy of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.,,4 

It is important t2 note that Seach considers Wordsworth'S 

1.,Aurams, 00. cit., p. 3l.-' -_.. 

J1bid ., p. 223. 

I 
'{-3each, .QQ. cit., p. 21. 
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imagery to be liS teeped in ei gb teen th cen tury natural 

theology,ll which be considers to be tithe nursling of 

seventeenth and eighteenth century science. ,,1 

Wordsworth's poetry reveals the divine order in 

a number of ways. Literature of the early seventeenth 

century abounds with poetic references to Newton and the 

revelations of the telescope. This poetic tradition is 

carried on in the work of Wordsworth. Scientific-poetic 

imagery is scattered throughout his poetry and varies from 

admiring references to Newton in The Prelude to his comparison 

of lca 1 ton wi th a s tar in IlLondon, 1802 11 to his careful 

description of the terrestial bodies in "A Night-Piece" 

t:J his personific'3.tion of the planets, Venus and r1ars. 

The poetry of Wordsworth '119) reflects the mid-

eighteenth century preoccupation with the microscope and 

the microcosm. This is seen in the l~st lines of Words

'.Jorth's "Ode = Intimations of Immortali ty from Recollections 

of f~arly Childhood, II when he expresses his belief, "To me 

the mea.nest flo1rIer that blows can 8ive/'rhoughts th3.t do 

often lie too deep for te3.rs. 1l2 Just as the scientist 

finds much to study in a dro~ of pond water, so does the 

oet find much to contempl~te in the simplest flo~er. 

2Wordsworth, fhe Poetical Works of Wordsworth, 
., t ! l ')D.p. ~., p. LtGc-. 
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The scientific imagery of all three periods of 

scientific pursuits meets in one little poem, as often 

happens in 1tlordswortb's poetry. In "She Dwelt Among the 

Untrodden ":Jays, If images taken from the worlds revealed by 

the telescope, the microscope and natural history dovetail 

nicely: 

She dwelt among the untrodden ways 
Beside the springs of Dove, 

A Maid who there were none to praise 
And very few to love: 

A violet by a mossy stone 
Half hidden from the eyel 

-Qair as a star, when only one 
Is shining in the sky. 

She lived unknown, and few could know 
When Lucy ceased to be; 

Sut she is in her gravel and, oh, 
The difference to me! 

Although Wordswort~ does make reference to the revelation of 

Gee's wisdom and order through the imagery of the microsc~pe 

~nd telescope, throughout his poetry he most often indicates 

ttn.t natur,tl history reveals God's tvisdom and order. The 

above lines clearly illustrate this belief. 

W. P. Jones' contention th~t science could speak 

effectively only in the ltgentler aspects of nature" and 

\I the ide a a f d i vin e "ttli s d 0 man d 0 r d e rob s e r v 8 din the n"3 t ur a 1 

r-"" 1 ,,,2 to folloH inhi s tory of rupa.1 ".cu[': !1.Y10, seems eas y 

1 
~.,1-1 . d p. b6. 

ci t. , p. 212. 
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the case of the poetry of William Wordsworth. References 

to the gentler aspects of nature aJJd "sympathetic observa

tion of Englisb trees, flowers and birds ltl abound in Word8

worth's poetry. However, most of the time Wordsworth is 

dealin9 with a subject that is within the realm of natural 

history, ris emphasis is not on physical description, but 

his 01,0[11 feelings. For example, al thouQ'h he mentions flowers 

in IiI Wandered Lonely as a Cloud,1t "To the Small Celandine," 

and "To the Same Flower, It his descriptLm is not a purely 

physical one, but presents the feelings the flowers arouse 

in him. Most of his nature poetry follows this pattern. 

However, Wordsworth was interested in nature and an 

interest in natural bistory was widespread. As mentioned 

earlier, amateur scientific pursuits shifted, and from 1760 

to 1800 the amateur scientists were interested in natural 
2 l

history, and magazines began to cater to this new taste.~ 

It w~uld be fooli_8h to say Hordsi>Jorth, child observer a...lJd 

lover of nature, learned about nature through handbooks and 

mauazines, but it would be equally foolish to say that these 

amateur scientists or natural history enthusiasts first 

le~rned qnd responded to nature through Wordswortb's poetry. 

It is conceiv~ble thqt the interest in n~tural history mani

fest in maaazines and handbooks, helped to prepare an 

:::>ITb'd -r'hl'O' r~ :::>C'.p. 214" _.-__ ", t-'. ~,~,--' , 
3~, 'd- 1 D1 ., pp. 18-19. 
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audience for Wordsworth and other nature poets. The journals 

of Wordsworth's own sister reveal the interest generated in 

and by the widespread information. For example, in the 

Grasmere Journal, 1800-1803, Dorothy observes, 

(I\iJay, 16th), Friday morning. ltJ!1rm and mild, after a 
fine night of rain. Transplanted radishes after 
breakfast, walked to Mr. Gell's with books, gathered 
mosses and plants. The woods extremely beautiful with 
all autumnal variety and softness. I carried a basket of 
mosses, and gathered some wild plants. Oh! that we bad 
a book of botany. All flowers now are gay and 
deliciously sweet. l 

Dorothy's intense expression of her desire to Imow more 

about the plants is not an unusual one. Two other examples 

from her journal, written at Alfexden in 1798, illustrate 

her constant interest: 

J~luary 22nc. Walked through the wood to Holford. 
The ivy twistin~ round the oaks like bristled ser
pents. The day~cold--a warm shelter in the hollies, 
capriciously bearing berries. QuerY:2 Are the male 
and female flowers on separate trees? 

A month later another query is penned: 

?ebruary 5th. Walked to Stowey with Coleridge, 
returned by Woodlands; a very warm day. In the 
continued singing of birds distinguished the 
notes of a blackbird or thrush. The se~ over
shadowed bv a thick dark mist, the land in sun
shine. Th~ sheltered oak8 and besches still 
retaining their brol~ leaves. Observed some 
trees pufting out red shoots. sry: what trees 
'3,r-e they?J

lErnest DeS8linc~urt (ed.), Journals of Dorothy 
(;'''ordsvJorth (London: rvracmillan 'lnd Company, Ltd., 194i), 
[1- '1-- , 31:. 

2 Ibid ., p. 3. 

3Ibid., p. 7. 
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Perhaps the queries of others make them ready for the 

Romantic view of closely observed n~ture. 

William Wordsworth, as well as his sister, is a 

close observer of nature, as his poems reveal. He is 

resolved to show the infinite variety of natural appear

1 
ances other poets have missed. In the text of his Guide 

to the Lakes, Wordsworth expresses his hope that his work 

2will lead to more exact Observation of nature. 

The results of Wordsworth's close observation appear 

in his writing. In his Guide he attempts to trace the land-

8cape's appe'3.rance to lithe most elementary~eological forms 

and processes,"3 for he wants to penetrate tlbeneath the sur

face appearances to the operations of nature that produced 

the acrdred visual beauty. 1I4 An eX'lmple of this is \r!ords

worth's discussion of the shores of Cumberland and Westmore

land lakes: 

Masses of rock, that have been precipitated from 
the heights into the areas of waters, lie in some 
places like stranded ships; or have acquired the 
compact structure of jutting piers; or project in 
little peninsulas crested with native wood. The 
smallest rivulet •.•will be fOlmd to bave been not 
useless in shaping, by its deposits of gr~vel and 
soil in time of flood, a curve th~t would not otherwise 

1"1 .' d h (~ t ':l, 't .Ernest DeSe1incourt, ~3r y ~or swort ~rea ~rl aID: 
The English AS8ociati:'n, 1936), p. 13. 

2 John H. Nabholtz, 1dordsworth's Juide t8 the L~kes!l

'ina the Picturesque Tradition, fI Ivlodern Philo109:Y, I '(I (?<~ay, 
196L+-) , 2:38. 

1+ T' •
p. 291. l-old., 
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have existed. But the more powerful brooks encroach
" ,
lng upon the level of the lake, have, in couree of 
time, given birth to ample promontories of sweeping 
outlines .•. j while their flat or gently-sloping 
surfaces never fail to introduce, into the midst of 
desolation and barrenness, the elements of fertility, 
even where the habitations of men may not have been 
raised. l 

~ordsworth feels that a careful and thoughtful examination 

of the scientific processes that shaped the shores of the 

laKes enhances the beauty he observes. Beach suggests 

thlt "the pleasures the poet takes in the mere 'beauteous 

forms' of the outdJor world is reinforced by many aS8ump

tions dr3wn fr::Jrn his study and reflection on the 'order of 

2 . d h " ,t" t ' 1I , - d thna t ure concelve "y SCleD lS s • • .. V'~or swar , rea

lizes that the order of nature, for example, the smallest 

rivulet hurrying to a larger body of water, helps to shape 

the heauty of fla curve tha t would not othert..rise have 

existed.!! 

The results of Wordsworth's close observation of tbe 

landscape are rarely so formal or scientific in expression 

~s in The Guide to the Lakes. Nevertheless, the results of 

his close scrutiny are often apparent in his poetry. The 

joyful account of II'T u tting" reve9.ls hazel boughs, clusters 

Ilf'l d "t' " H." 11 aof hazel nuts, ~reeD 8 t ODes ~ 88ce WI n muss, ~JO . 

oj
~reen and mossy bower. Simi11r close observ~tion leads 

1 I '0 ; 0' 
~., 

,~iJ" 2 0 1 • 2 '38 a c h, :) p. cit., p. 4. 2. 

~ j(,Jordsworth, The Poetical Wor~s of Wordsworth, 
op. cit., p. lL~7. 
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to the careful description of Margaret's garden in the first 

~b ::OOn. 0 Th e . 1iT f l"xcur:-'non. 

Naturels animal kingdom is closely observed as well 

as the landscape. Just as 1I10ng lists of flowers and birds 

refle c t th e dominan t 8 cientifi c in teres ts of the poe ts ,,2 

in the second half of the eighteenth century, birds and 

flowers also reflect wordsworth's scientific interests. 

For example, in "An Evening "valk, If 1;,iordsworth offers a 

footnote to the lines, tlAlike, when J"'irst the bittern's 

hollow bill/Was heard, or woodcocks, which in dark nights 

retire into the wOOds. n ) Wordsworth's habit of taking long 

walks and closely observing nature, eventually bears fruit 

in his poetry. 

Bis interest in natural history is again noticeable 

in the same poem, when~e describes a cock: 

Sweetly ferocious, round his native walks, 
Pride of his sister-wives, the monarch stalks; 
Spur-clad his nervous feet, and firm his tread; 
A crest of purple tops the warrior's head. 
8rj~ht sparks his black and rolling eyeball hurls 
Afa~, his tail he closes and unfurls; 
On tiptoe reared, he strains his cl~rion throat, 
Threatened by faintly-answering farms remote: 
Again with his shrill voice the mount~in rings, 
While, flffPped with conscious pride, resound his 

wings!4

p Jones, QE. cit., p. 162. 

J VJord S :Jar t h, rh e Poe ti c al "'arks of "lord ~ 'VJOr th , 
.2.2.- cit., p. 2. 

41 't'l'ri 0t·,U. 
~., 
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In case the reader doubts the accuracy of his observation, 

Wordsworth suggests an alternate source of information 

concerning the woodcock. He refers the reader to the 

"d es cri p ti on of an appearance of th is kind in Clark's 

Survey of the Lakes, accompanied by vouchers of its ver

acity, that may amuse the reader."l 

~ven more detailed is the picture of the swan and 

her nest presented by Wordsworth. 

The swan uplifts his chest and bacKward flings
 
His neck, a vlrying arch, between his towering winQs:
 
The eye that marks the gliding creature sees
 
How graceful, pride can be, and how majestic, ease.
 
Hhile tender C3res and mild domestic loves
 
With furtive watch pursue her as she moves,
 
The female with a meeker charm succeeds,
 
And her brown Ii ttle-ones around her leads,
 
Niobling the water lilies as they pass,
 
Or playing wanton with the floatin~ grass.
 
She, in a mother's care, her beauty's pride
 
Forgettin~, calls the wearied to her side:
 
Alternatety they mount her back, and rest
 
Close by her mantling wings' embraces prest.
 

Long may they float upon this flood serene; 
Theirs be these halms untrodden, still, and green, 
Where leafy sbades fence off the blustering gale, 
And breathes in peace the lily of the vale! 
Yon isle, t.J'lich feels not even the milkmaid I ~ feet, 
Yet hear her song, by distance m~de more sweet,1 

Jreen w~ter-rushes overspread the floor;
 
Lon Q (Z ras SID d wi 11 O\'IlS form the woven \,)"all,
 
And-s~~ings 'lbove the roof the popl)r tall.
 
rhence i;s0ing often with unwieldy talk,
 
They crush wiih broad black feet their flowery walk;
 

IT' ~ d... Ol • 
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Or, from the neighbouring water, hear at morn 
The hound, the horse's tread, and mellow horn; 
Involve tbeir serpent-necks in changeful rings, 
~olled w~tonly b~tween their slippery wings; 
Ur, startlng up wlth noise and rude delight, 
Force half upon the wave their cumbrous flight. l 

In this passage Wordsworth directs his attention to the 

det'lils of the swans' appe'3.rance and their eating and nest

ing habits. For example, he carefully notes such details 

as ttl e ne s t wi th a flo or of "green water-I" ush es II and woven 

willow walls. Wordsworth, like earlier poets, carefully 

and with almost scientific accuracy recorded the world 

around him. 

Wordsworth is not only a close, but also an impartial 

observer of nature. He recognizes and records both the 

Dle3.sant and unpleas'3.nt in n'lture. In the sixth book.: of 

Ttl e Pre ]~ ude, i.\IO r d s 1~O r t h r e C 9.11 S t h~ the ,Ln d his com p dJ'1 ion 

Were lost, bewildered among woods immense,
 
And on 3. rock sate dOi.m, to \.,rai t for day.
 
An open placo it was, and overlooked,
 
Fr~m high, the sullen water far b9ne~th,
 

On which a dull red im~ge of the moon
 
Lqy bedded, changina offentimes its form
 
Like 3D une'lsy snake.f;'rcm hour to hour
 
We sate and sat9, wonderinq as ir the night
 
Had been ensnared by witchcraft. On the rock
 
At last we stretched our weary lim s for sleep,
 
But co lId not sleep, tormented by the stings
 
Of insects~'1ich l.olith noise like t'l'lt of noon
 
?i lleel .'111 the wood s; th e cry of umm Dvm bird s :
 
The bllC i{neSs visible, than any out\,-J'3.rd li"ht:
 
The breathless wilderness of clouds: the cloc~
 

., . t 1 l' ., 1 .Th:lt told, Wltn uDln;s __ lglo_B vOlce,
 
The widely part0d hours: the noise or strB'3.mS,
 



And sometimes rustling motions nigh at hand,
 
That did not leave Us free from personal fear;
 
And, lastly, the withdraH'ing moon, that set
 
Refore us, while she still was high in heaven;-

These were our food; and such a summerls night
 
~ollowed that pair of golden days that shed
 
On Como's lake, and all that round it lay,
 
Their fairest, softest, happiest influence. l
 

Wordsworth's descriptions--immense wDods, sullen water, 

dull red im~ge of the moon (strikingly compared to a snake), 

rocks for a bed, ~o slee~ stinging insects, noise-filled 

woods, and strange sounds and cries--are not of picture

oratty nature at her loveliest. Perhaps it is such descrip

tiona of the unpleasant in n'1ture that lead Beach to c~:mclude 

that Wordsworth's descriptions of nature are more realistic 

than the scientific Shelley's descriptions. 2 

In addition to WordswDrth's attitude toward and use 

of the sciences, his use of psychology reveals his interest 

:Ln science. Hoxie Feale P·1.irchild finds in both "Three 

''{ears She Grew" and "Tintern Abbey" signs Df VJords\.;Torth' s 

debt t::J Locke and H3.rtley and disagrees with Arthur Beatty, 

tlWhD first 8 owed the f'Jll extent ::Jf Vlordsworth's debt to 

eL1'hteenth century psychology," only t::J the extent th3.t he 

1 
fee18~eqttv over-emphasizes Wordsworth's debt.~ 

537. 

31;1' h' l~a1 rc 1. u, The ROrllmtic (~uest, p. lOS.l 
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ToIordsworth is interested in both normal and abnormal 

psychology. He likes to conternp13te the way the human mind 

works. For example, in his "Ode: Intimations of Imrnor

tal i ty from Hsc ollec ti ons of Earl y Chi Idb ood,!l 1:Jord swortb 

d e,'3 cri be s the "s ix years' darli ng of a pigmy s iz e II by saying, 

See, where 'mid work of bis own hand he lies, 
Fretted by sallies of his mother's kisses, 
With light upon him from his father's eyes! 
See, at his feet, some little pl,9.n or chart, 
Some fragment from his dream of human life, 
Shaped by himself with newly-learned art: 

A wedding Dr a festival, 
A mourning or a funeral; 

And this hath now his heart, 
And unto this he frames his song: 

1hen will be bis tongue 
To	 dialogues of business, love, and strife; 

3ut it will not be long 
Ere this be thrown aside, 
And with new joy and pride 

The little Actor cons another part;
 
Filling from time to time his "humorous stage"
 
,\lith all the persons, down to palsied age,
 
rhat Life brin~s with her in her equipage;
 

As if his whole vocation
 
Were endless imitation. l
 

ot	 only does \4ordsl'll'orth present a delightful and acc~Jrate 

picture of the antics of a six-ye:u"-old child, but he also 

presents 'ill accurate picture of the ,<Jay a child le1.rns by 

p!3rception and imitation. 1rJordsworth insists that rr:an comes 

. ,,2
to	 "divine vision through perceptlon. 

Wordsworth also understands the psyc~ology of mental 

hS'ilth, 3.8 i llu~ltrated in f'I VJandered Lonel.! as a Cloud'1 

1 ord:=:n,forth, The Poetical \·Jorks of -·ord:=:l1...rorth, 
2l? • cit., p. L~ 61. 

2 
,~ 110 ~ :Jones, .£2. cit., p. 226. 
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and BIro Sleep.lI In the former, he points out the healing 

power of a fond memory, 

For oft, when on my couch I lie 
In vacant or in pensive mood, 
They flash upon that inward eye 
Which is the bliss of solitude; 
And then my heart with pleasure fills, 
And dances with the daffodils. l 

rhis reflection on happy or serene moments contributes to 

the ~rowth of his mind. Sleep, too, is important to 

Hordsworth for, as he longs for the sleep he has not had 

for three ni9:hts, he states that 

Without thee what is all the morning's wealth? 
Come, blessed barrier between day and day, 2 
Dear mother of fresh thoughts and joyous healtht 

Sleep is important for a healthy and creative mind. 

In an d i tion to mal yzing sue h bas i c fune tion s of 

the mind, Wordsworth is able to objectively contemplate the 

workin's of his o",rn mind. The most impressive example of 

this ability is The Prelude. He grants 

jut who shall parcel out 
His intellect bv geometric rules, 
Split like a pr;vince into round and square? 
Who knows the individual hour in which 
His habits were first sown, even as a seed? 
Who that shall point as with a wand and say 
I1This portion of' the river of my mind 
Came from yon fountain?"] 

'?e;llizing tbis limit:ltiJn, Hordsi:Jorth does Q'ive an lccurate 

picture of the growth of the mind--a poet's mind. In both 

1 ordsw8rth, The FoeticCll arks of ~vord~,...orth, 
22. cit., j:'. li~9. 

202.
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The Prelude and the "Ode, II Hordsworth shows the mind growing 

throuQh experiences and reflections. In relating this con

cept directly to Locke, M. H. Abrams says that Wordsworth 

shows Tlhow the mind develops through sense experiences and 

reflection--John Locke's two great 'fountains' of empirical 
1

knowledge. II 

While Wordsworth is certainly indebted to the 

ei?hteenth century psychologists, he does not accept their 

ideas at face value, any more than he does tbe physical 

sciences. ~or example, sensationalism, as tau~ht in the 

eigbteenth century, merely gives man a rather passive role. 

Wordsworth's rendition of sensationalism, as it appelrs in 

his poetry, is quite diLferent. In \1Lines Composed a Pew 

iVliles Above Tintern Abbey,ll YJords1tJorth delineates man's 

ro le in DOl ture : 

Therefore am I still 
A lover of the meadows and the woods, 
And ~ountains; and of all that we behold 
From this preen earth; of all the mighty world 
Of eye, and ear,--both what they half create, 
M1d what perceive; well pleased to recognise 
In nature &~d the lL~guage of the sense 
The anchor of my pure;t fh~ught8, the nurse, 
fhe guide, the 9ua~dia~ of my heart, and soul 
Of all my moral bSlng. 

Man has an active, not a passive role. He half-creates; 

tl'llf-percei ves. rairchlld feels thgt, accordin~ to 

':lord sworth, 

astie'll of "!orc3st,vorth, 
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the influence of nature depends upon us as well as 
UpOD nature .•• unless we go to her prepared to find 
\-lhat sbe has to give us, we shall not find it••.. 
There is love for us in nature, but unless we have 
love for her in us the process is not complete. 
Satisfying contact with God in nature demands an 
exercis e of the creati ve or poe ti c imagina ti on.. 1 

Basil Willey agrees with this interpretation of Wordsworth's 

sensationalis«. He describes the poet's concept as "a 

jelief in the capacity of the mind to cooperate with this 

'active universe,' to contribute something of its own to it 

in perceiving it, and not, as sensationalism taught, merely 

to receive, passively, impressions from without. n2 As in 

reference to the physical sciences in general, Wordsworth 

accepted some and rejected other ideas advanced by the 

psychologists. 

Science also found its way into the poetry of the 

eightee~th century by way of travel literature. Travel 

literature is filled with scientific descriptions of the 

exotic, t""bether it is plcmts, animals or topography. The 

tr9.veler rdsworth carefully describes his journey to and 

thrc ugh tlle Alps in the fourth bo ok of The Prelude. He 

describes not only his reactions 9.nd feelings, but also the 

physical b8H.utyand splendor he sees. '['he influence of 

travel literature is also evident in \iords\>lOrth's use of 

. 1 t·..J· no'" to ti'---O'lwd "'or eX9.:i1Dle, inlDlma s no lllulge,· u" ' \~ul •. ~. l'• 

1 ,1'1 ire h j 1d, ~.~~ R an tic :-:;:'u e 3 t , p. 1 C' 6 . 

c. Ahr 1m3, aD. 
') 

-' 
cit., 
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"Hesolution and Independence" he describes a sea-beast not 

n '3. t i vet 0 his belave d hillsin the 1 in e , flL ike a 8 e a - be a s t 

crawled forth, that on a shelf/Of rock or sand reposeth, 

there to sun itself. "I His "Sang of the Vlandering Jew il 

offers two other exarrples of the unusual: 

What if through the frozen center
 
Of the Alps the Chamois bound,
 
Yet he bas a home to enter
 
In some nook of chosen around:
 
And the Sea-horse, though the ocean
 
Yield him no domestic cave,
 
Slumbers without sense of motign,
 
Couched upon the rocking wave.~
 

fillother unusual creature appe'3.rs later in the same poem: 

Tbe fleet Ostrich, till day closes, 
Vagrant over desert sa..nds, 
Brooding on her eggs reposes 3 

en chill night that care demands. 

'lin the description of the unusual is found in Words

"JOrth's poetry. Fis familiarity l-lith Shelborne's Voya1- e 

and the works of Gilbert White and Willia~ Sartram offers 

possible SJUrC8S of knowledge: but, regardless of his 

sources of knowledge, through travel literature scientific 

1nf'ormation filters into 1lords\..Jorth's mind and poetic 

imqpinati~n in still another way. 

hather readin o travel literature or walkinr through 

the t-J::;ods, \Jordsl'JOrth is receptive to scientific knohlledQ'e. 

p. 131. 132. 



Those who describe Wordswortb as being mltagonistic toward 

science, might find themselves as objects of Wordsworth's 

contempt for' they are multiplying the distinctions and 

ignoring iu'lordswortb' s kinship wi th seventeenth and 

eighteenth century poets in their use of science. Specifi

cally, rle recognizes and expounds tbe limitations of science. 

Li ke man y poe ts before b im, ~1jord s Horth do es find some 

aspects of science to use in his poetry. For example, 

ima98s taken from natural history fill his poetry, and 

information taken from psycDologists and travelers of his 

own day is evident in bis poetry. And, as many before him, 

Wordsworth is aware of science as one way to illustrate the 

ItJisdom of God. 



CHAPTER IV 

COLERIDGE: PHILOSOPHER,
 

POET, AMATEUR SCIEN'rIST
 

For Samuel Taylor Coleridge, a philosopher "com

pelled t;; search for a single-minded purity of doctrine,lIl 

science is essential. An examination of Coleridge's 

'lttitude tOlrlard and use of science begins with Coleridge 

the philosopher. In Biographia Literaria Coleridge states 

th'3t "rio rn311 was ever yet a great poet, without being at 

, same t' a pro f oun d p 1 asap her.-,,2 'Ph e p.ol osophtne 1me h' 1 h' 1 Y 01" 

the poet cannot be separated from his work as it permeates 

his attitude toward life, his very way of looking at 

thinos, and Coleridge's philosophy incorporates his inter

est In and knowledge of science. 

The importance of science to the philosopher 

Colerid~e is described by 3ate, who feels that Coleridge 

keeps returninp to "the fundament'll question of the rela

. h ' ,. ,".d th t • e 1t.J 
') 

Sate1t·'ODS lP oetween 'Joe] an, e crea eo un1vers , 

1, 1 T' n twa tel" u:}CKson :'->'lJe, Coleridf;te (New York: The 
v acmL• 1... 1 . ompany, '-.1 [-'.j aii C 1"68)".J" 2. 

2. ~ 1 - 1 ., -,. h' L'.L- .,)amuel 1'3Y or GO_erlogs, '_oJrap_.la 108r'1r1a 
( LJ n don : 1.ri 11 i arr Pick er i n G' , 1 847 ), :;: T, 23. 

3 ~te, Qr. cit., p. 214. 
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lists four points that were vital to Coleridge's understand

ing of this relationship. The fourth point, "the autonomy 

of science," expresses Coleridge's interest in science for 

he "felt from the beginning that any theology must preserve 

the possibility of free scientific explanation of nature. 

There could be no conflict of religion and science."l 

Science then is a part of the most basic aspect of ColeridQe's 

philosophy because his quest is for "unity of interpretation, 

unity of feeling, unity of relationship of every sort, but 

with no sacrifice of the claims of diversity.,,2 

Throughout his life, Coleridge wanted to write his 

magnum~. In his fifties he did write the Opus Maximum. 

3ate feels that the differences between the two represent 

a shift in Coleridge's thought after 1820, '3...nd he perceives 

as the difference "that the magnum ~ represented the hope 

of a synthesis of arts, sciences, philosophy, through 

reIi g i on: and tha t in th e Opu s f'hximum the concern is more 

concentr9.ted. n3 5ut even with this slight shift, science 

still constitutes an important part of Coleridge's concern. 

As 11te 9.S the 2prinr' of 1833, t~']is concern is described El'" 

tlle search for a philosophical rroeans by which the 
my.9 t e r y 0 r ere a t ion (an d t his ,.JQ U 1 cJ inc 1 ude the \..(h y 
and the how) could be penetrated in sucb a way as to 
!lnSWer simultaneollsly the claims of (1) traditional 
Christi9.n theology; (2) mOdern epistemology and logic; 

p. 212 . 1 
.Llbid. 2 bid., p. 31. 
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and (J) the ltdynamic pbilosophy,1I with its maiestic 
and--witbin its theolopical limits--soccessful inclu
sion of the discoveries of science and philosophy.l 

The reconciliation of these three separate strands of 

thought requires that Coleridge must be knowledgeable in 

these areas. Pe must be concerned with scientific endeavors 

for example. Conversely, everything be learns about science 

enlarges the scope of bis marmum opus or Opus Haximom and 

often later affects his poetry. 

Coleridge's interest in scientific learning is 

directly expressed in his poetry. In the first two stanzas 

of "Quae Nocent Docent, II in 1789, Coleridge laments, 

Oh! might my ill-past hours return again!
 
Ka more, as then, should Sloth around me throw
 

Her soul-enslaving, leaden chain! 
Fa more the precious time would I employ 
In ~iddy revels, Dr in thoughtless joy, 
A present joy producing future woe. 

3ut o'er the midnipht Lamp l'd love to pore, 
I'd seek with care~fair Learning's depths to sound, 

And [zather scientific Lare: 
Or to mature the embryo thoughts inclin'd, 
That half-conceiv'd lay strupgling in my mind, 
The cloisters' solitary gloom I'd round. 2 

If he could relive his "ill-past hours,1l Coleridge says he 

wDuld carefully seek the deepest learning, particularly 

3 C 1.. en ce, or th, e· m..'1turation of some of his own thou~hts. 

1 T . ,
~ ..... bl a ., p. 233. 

2.3amuel Taylor Coleridge, The Poems of S!3.muel ~Ta~lor 
ColeridQe, ed. Srnest Hartley Coleridge (London: OXlora 
University Press, 1967), pp. 7-8. 
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L3 tel', in "On Reflec tions on Having Left a Place of Re ti re-

mant,!l he says, 

I therefore go, and join head, heart, and band, 
Active and firm, to fight tbe bloodless fight 
Of Science, Freedom, a...nd tbe Trutb in Christ. l 

Coleridge indicates bis esteem for science by linking it 

wi th "F'reedom and tbe Trutb in Chris t. II He again links 

science and freedom in "Religious Musin~sn when he says, 

From Avarice thus, from Luxury and War 
Sprang heavenly Science; and from Science 9reedom. 
O'er waken'd realms Philosophers and 8ares 
Spread in concentric circles: they whose souls, 
Conscious of their high dignities from God, 
Brook not Wealtb's rivalry! and they, who long 
Enamoured Hitb the charms of order, bate 
The unseemly disproportion: and whoe'er 
Turn with mild sorrow from the Victor's car 
And the low puppetry of thrones, to muse 
On that blest triumph, when the Patriot Sage 
Called the red lightnings from tbe o'er-rusbing cloud 
And dashed the be~uteous terrors on the earth 
Smiling majestic. 

,~oleridi1e feels that freedom sprang from !lheavenly Science, It 

for science awakened the philosophers 9Dd poets and also 

provided indications of order in the world necessary for 

tnose who hate II "1y ~lspropor t"unseemlng n" lon. 1I 

As another indicsti8n of Coleridge's feelin9 for 

"' . t" 1"science, 3ste 8u-gests thst Cl ete~y0 erloge 1S no comp 

.ioking!! in his letter to cTosspb Cottle in April of 1797: 

I should not think of devotinp less than 20 years 
to an r';pic Poem. Ten to collect m'lterisls'lnd to 
warm my mind with universsl science. I would thorouQh1y 

"' l r , "d c:.~b·d 
'~., u. 108. -~., pp. 117-118. 
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know Mechanics, Hydrostatics, Optics and Astronomy 
11" d·· t' th . , ,
MB IClne-- nen e mInd of man--tben the minds ofi 

men--in all crravels-:-VOyages and Histories. So I 
would spend ten years--the next five tJ the compositio~ 
of the poem-and the five last to the correction of it. 

Although this is probably an exaggeration, it does suggest 

bis zeal for all knowledge with science as an important 

component. 

Coleridge is attracted by knowledge because he is 

in teres ted in the forces tha t make Ii fe meaningful. Through 

his perusal of philosophical studies and scientific reports, 

he seeks some way to reconcile science and Christianity, and 

these attempts are apparent in many facets of his poetry. 

Just as seventeenth and eighteenth century poets had felt 

that GOd's wisdom was to be found in the order of nature 

revealed by science, Coleridce, too, often recounts his 

observqtions of this revelation. As he looks at nature in 

Pl' TT..!fliThe 1'.,0 Ian narp, he sees God in everything and wonders, 

And what if all of animated nature 
Be but organic Harps diversely fram'd, 
That tremble into thought, as o'er them sweeps 
Plastic and vast, one intellectual breeze 2At once the Soul of each, and ~od of all? 

Ac'3in, in "This Lime-Tree ~30Her ;:ly Frison, fl C'Jleridge hopes 

, . 
nlS friend will share a similar experience: 

Struck with deep joy may stand, as I have stood, 
Silent with swimming sense: yea, gazing round 
On the wide l~ldscape, raze till all doth seem 

l:3ate, 212.. cit., p. 46. 
2Coleridge, The Poems of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 

~. cit., p. 102. 
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Less gross thg.n bodi1,y~ and of such hues 
~s.V~il the A~mighty Spirit, when yet he makes 
Splrlts percelve his presence. l 

Coleridge is struck with a deep joy as he sees the Almighty 

Spirit revealed in nature, and he knows that his friend 

Ch3.rles L'1mb will be charmed by these sights and sounds for 

2to Ch 9. r 1 e 8 ff N;:) S:J un dis dis son an t whi ch tell s of 1 i f e • It 

Vature reveals God. 

Coleridge again notes the religious meanings to be 

g 1e an ed frorn na, ture as he expres s es hi 8 "Fears in Soli tude. n 

He says, 

Eere he might lie on fern or withered heath, 
While from-the singing lark (that sings unseen
 
The minstrelsy th'li s;litude loves be;t),
 
P~d from the sun, and from the breezy air,
 
Sweet influences trembled o'er his frame;
 
And he, with many feelings, many thoughts,
 
Hade up '1 meditative joy, and found
 
Religious meanings in the forms of N'1ture!3
 

"he oet makes direct reference to the meditative joy and 

relje:jous meaJ1inQ's to be found in the forms of l\'lt'Jre. 

L'ltsr in the poem, Coleridqe celebr'ltes 3ritain and expli 

cates the reason for his love: 

o native Sritaint 0 my Mother Isle! 
How shouldst thou prove aught els8 but dSlr and holy 
C'J me, who fr:)m thy lakes and :T1ountain-hil1s, 
Thy clouds, thy quiet dales, thy rDc~8 Ind seas, 
Have drunk in all my intellectual life, 
All sweet sensations, all ennobling thoughts, 
All ador3.tion of the ~~od in nature, 

p. 181.180. 

3Ihid., p. 257. 
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All lovely and all honourable things 
1 'h t ~" ,
~ a ever makes this mortal spirit feel 
The joy and greatness of its future being? 
roere Ii vesn 0 form nor feeling in my s;ul 
Unbar rowed from my co un try! 1 

2ven his love of country is based on the fact that God's 

wisdom snd order is rev~aled in the countryside. 

God's wisdom and presence is fel t not only in 

lmgland, but everywhere. Coleridqe, in his flLines 1tlritten 

in the Album at Elbingerode, in the Hartz Forest," promises 

not to profane 

That mfu~'s sublimer spirit, who can feel 
That God is everywhere! the God who framed 
Mankind to be one mighty family, 
Himself our Father, and the World our Home. 2 

rhis B'ather te'1ches his children through an eternal Lmguage 

C::J 1 e rid ge de 8 c rib e 8 in fl ~"r 0 s t '1 t Hid n i ght , !! 

.so shalt thou see 3Dd hear 
The lovely shapes and sounds intelligible 
Of that eternal language, which thy God 
Utters, who from eternity doth teach 
Himself in all, and all thin~s in himself. 
Jreat universal Teacher! he shall moul~ 

Thy spirit, and by giving make it ask. 

The lI;re'lt universal Te'lcher H reveals his Hisdom in '111 

thinQs, pllrticularly nature. 

In addition to his belief th'lt the wisd~m of God is 

ravelled through the order science had emph'lsized in nature, 

the poetry ~f Samuel Tqylor Colerid;e reveals his interest 

IJ·1.. d p. 316.~., p. 262. 

3, . "' LOlL., ,J. 
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in alm:)s t every branch of science. Like many poets before 

him, he is sDmething of an amateur scientist who chooses to 

use his scientific knowledge in his poetry. 

One such use of scientific knowledge indicates 

Coleridge's affinity with poets of the preceding centuries. 

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries many poets were 

deli~hted with the discoveries made through use af the tele

scope and microscope, and their poetry reveals the interest 

in these two instruments. Coleridge, too, adopts the 

scientific imagery of the preceding centuries. The tele

scope and its revelations lead to Coleridge's simile in 

"Sonnet to the Autumnal T"1oon. tI He says the moon sails 

til" a t eor l' lng :l'n l't" fll'~Q_ht.1I1 Be again talKe me ~lno'1' ~ c- refers 

meteors in "The Nos e l! as Hfire-clad meteors,,2 and in "Honour rt 

when he 'lske It':lhat are thou but a Meteor's glaring light?!'] 

e 'lIsa refers in "The Nose!! to "Comets, \tlhen most they 
J 

drink the solar flame. lI 4

When scientists discovered the microscope, it, too, 

n;HJ an e 'feet on poetry. In contr'3.st to the vast worlds 

discovered by use of the telescope, the microscope reve~led 

worlds within worlds. These miniature worlds affect 

C~leridgel8 poetry, just ~s they had that of earlier poets. 

?or eX'lfrple,in ltReflections o,~ r>lvinQ Left a Place of 

2, h' , p, a 

J-J.-r , '.' B 

l,cld., 

3" 'd p .. ~. Ul a ., p.. { ..l-Dl., 
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Retirement, II ColeridQ'e describes the microcosm he sees 

before him: 

But the time, when first
 
From that low Dell, steep up the stony Mount
 
I climb'd with perilous toil and reach'd the top,
 
Oh~ what a goodly scenel Here the bleak mount,
 
The bare bleak mountain speckled thin with sheep;
 
Grey clouds, that shadowing spot the sunny fields;
 
~Id river, now with bushy rocks o'er-brow'd,
 
l\fow wind ing bri gh t and fu 11, wi th naked banks;
 
And seats, and lawns, the Abbey and the wood,
 
And cots, and hamlets, and faint city-spire;
 
The Channel there, the Islands and white sails,
 
Dim coasts, and cloud-like hills, and shoreless Ocean-

It aeem'd like Omnipresence~ God, metbought,
 
Had built bim tbere a Temple: the wbole World
 
Seem'd imar-'d in ita vast circumference:
 
i,:o wis hpr~fan' d my overwhelmed heart.
 
blest hour~ It was a luxury,--to be!l
 

Just as the scientists find a miniature world in a drop of 

pond water, Coleridge finds the whole world in the scene 

before him. Coleridse again views a miniature world in 

"This Lime-free BOl"er Fy Prison, fl 

.Henceforth I shall know 
That Nature ne'er deserts the wise and pure: 
No plot so narrow, be but Nature there, 

o waste so vacant, but may well employ 
Sach faculty of sense and~keep the heart 
Awake to Love and 3eauty!L 

~nd realizes the lessons to be learned from such ~ narrow 

plot. 

ColeridfJ.e is also influenced by the scientific dis

. f h' 'd For exam le, his fascinationcoverles CL 1S own perlO .c 

hYith tr.Jvel journals and ~'eo>?raphy is quite apPlrent. 

L'hese journals are often very technical and filled t-Jith 

2 r • d
L 1 ., p. 131.lIbid., p. 107. 
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scientific terms and infomation. At various times through

out his discussion, Lowes calls attention to the ways 

Coleridge is influenced by geographers and travelers of 

the day; for example, Coleridge's interest in the work of 

Major Jones Rennell, a distinguished geographer of the day, 

. t d· 1 r l'IS no e. Dawes a so Investigates the varied sources 

CDlerid~e sought for knowledge of crocodiles. 2 

Another example of Coleridge's interest in trivel 

literature is in liThe Delinquent Traveller" where he makes 

reference to the brave Captain Lyon. Evidently, Coleridge 

had read and enjoyed Lyon's The Private Journal of Captain 

2. £:. Lyon of the IVlr. Hecla, during the recent vo,ya~e of 

discovery under Captain Parry.3 Coleridge purchased a copy 

of Bartram's Travels in South Carolina in 1818, and his 

little poem, "Homeless,11 is inscribed on the fly-leaf of 

this book. 4 These are only a few indications of Coleridge's 

lnterest in the travel literature of the day. 

As Coleridge reads, an interesting phenomenon 

occurs. Lowes describes this process as follows: 

We have tJ do, in a word, with one of the most extra
ordinary memories of which there is record, stored 

lLowes, ~. cit., p. 31. 
') 

<::'1 oi d., pp. 408-1-1- 09. 

)1 Th' ,..:i
-t-_1.~~\J .• , p. ~60. 
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with the spoils of an omnivorous reading, and endowed 
into ~be.barga~n with an almost uncanny power of 
aSsOclatlon. and that will be well to keep in mind. l 

3its and pieces of scientific information, theories, experi

ments and observations accumulate in his memory as he 

reads, later to be released in some preViously unthought-of 

poetical expression. Of everything learned, nothing is 

irrelevant to the creative imagination. Coleridge's poetic 

works reveal the influence of this stockpile of geographic 

studies, natural history notes, and scientific experiments. 

Coleridge's poetry often reflects scientific informa

tioD gleaned frJm this reading of travel literature. For 

eX9n;ple, he reads, in M. de lVIaupertius' book on "the FiQ'ure 

of the Earth, t! about the flscientific expedition sent to 

F'lnlsnd by the king of F'ra..r1ce to measure an arc of the 

2po C1. rc_e 11 , t inmer i dian wh i c ~J cut s t 'II e 1ar 1 ano I aer s aY8 

the first stanza of liTo 1dilliarr Jadwin, fI 

o	 ~orm'd t' illume a sunless world forlorn, 
As o'er the chIll -':lnd dusky brol'] of Night, 
I n '<"inland I s wintry skies the 1!Hmic rC::orn 

-- -	 C'" l
ectric pours a stream Ol rosy llQnt. 

rhese lines leqd to Lowe's conclusion that Maupertiu8 

04into poetry. 
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Some of the reflections of Coleridge's reading are 

r'3.ther obvious. For example, the lines "Like a cloud that 

tr'3ve Is on, /S teamed up from Cairo's swamps of pes ti lence, nl 

in :1F'ears of Solitude," Obviously reflect some interest in 

geography, as do the lines describing the South pole in 

TIThe Rime of the Ancient H1riner," 

Mld southward aye we fled. 

!3,nd nov.! there C'lme both mis t and 3n ow,
 
iL'1d it !;:rew wondrous cold:
 
And ie e, mas t -hig h, came flo 3.ting by,
 
As ~reen as emerald,
 

And through the driFts the sno,<1y elifts
 
Did send a dismal sheen:
 
Nor shapes of men nor beasts we ken-

The ice was all between.
 

The ice was here, the ice was there,
 
The ice was all around:
 
It cracked and ~rowled, and roared and howled,
 
Ljke noises in a swound!
 

At length did cross an Albatross,
 
Thorouab the fog it came;
 
As if. it h~d ?ee~ a. Christi~n soul,
 

halled lt ln JOo's name.

rhe fascination with the wonders of the polar regions is 

very a parent. Lowes suggests it is not, however, materi~l 

rese~rched specifically for inclusion in this poem. Instead, 

Lowes states th~t 

1-. 1 . d S i3.DiLJ8 1 T'1ylor Coleridge,Go erLfle, 
c:it., p. 258. 

2-, . 1(~B-1(SC).L1no., pp. 
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Ancient llihrinerl! which depict the terrors of the
 
polar ice were not put to?ether from m~terial got
 
up for the occasion. There had been, on the ~
 
contrary, a long, slow charging of the cells
 
before the final release of creative energy.l
 

Although the effect of his interest in travel lit 

erature and geography is often apparent, there are other 

times when a poetic detective is necessary to discover the 

sources influencinQ Coleridge's poetry. The simile, HIlke 

A.pril hoar-frost sprs9.d,ll in !fThe Rime of the Ancient 

l'hr'iner, 11 has ad ded sign ific an ce for de tec ti ve LO\'I1es, for 

his careful scrutiny reveals something more complicated 

thw a comp3rison of frost and maonlig;ht: 

Let us, for a moment, retrace our steps. 
What do we know to have been stirring in 
Colerid~e's mind when the triad of stanzas to 
which this frost-like moonlit sea belongs, was 
torn? ,mow, Cor one thing, th3t the ubiquitous 
red and blue gnd green of Captain Cook's protoza 
Here singularly active. A.nd we [mow, too, that 
rather Sour2es's account of his phosphorescent 
fishss and ~is rainbow in the spray was there, and 
that, with the last, Prederick Karten's sea-bow in 
the Sh'ldow of the sail had coalessed . .'rnd jvilrten's 
account of nIB sea-bow collaS1 of his description 
of the needles of the frost. 

. b . .I- f'.•
~ither way, ODVIOUS or ~~scure, SClen~l~lC information 

rleaned from the travel literature of the period definitely 

affects Colerid~e!s poetry. 

One last example provides additional proof of 

ColeridQs's interest in travel literqture. In nIt: is 

'-----'~-----

lLow8s, OPe cit., p. b. 
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Lime-Tree Bower My Prison," Coleridge describes the rooks 

flying overhead: 

.when the last rook 
3eat its straight path along the dusky air 
Homewards, I blest it! deeming its black wino 
~Now a dim speck, now vanisbing in light) C 

Had cross'd the mighty Orb's dilated glory, 
While thou stood'st razing; or, when ill was still, 
Flew creeking o'er thy head and had a charm 
For thee, my gentle-hearted Charles, to whom 
No sound is dissonant which tells of Life. l 

In his footnote to these lines, Coleridge says, 

Some months after I had written this line, it 
gave me pleasure to find ..• tbat 3artram had 
observed the same circumstance of the Savanna 
Crane. 'Vihen these Birds move their wings in 
flight, their strokes are slow, moderate and 
regular: and even when at a considerable distance 
or high above us, we plainly hear the quill
fe3.thers: their shafts and webs upon one another 
creek as the joints or working of a vessel in a 
tempestuous 8ea.'2 -

Coleridge is pleased to find thathrtram verifies his own 

cbserv'3.tions. 

Scientific information reaches Coleridge in other 

Jays. One of these is the study of natural history. This 

interest is revealed in his poetry in vgrying degrees. At 

• ,
t~ln1e3 ne merely refers to or describes the reglm of natural 

In other instances, primarily in footnotes to his 

poetry, Colerioze reflects the technic':ll, scientific 

~or exa~ple, he describes a 

rhe Poems of Samuel Taylor Coleridqe, 
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serpent twined about a "Behemoth" and feels compelled to add 

a footnote saying that flBehemotb, in Hebrew, signifies wild 

beasts in reneral. Some believe it is the Elephant, some 

the Hippopotamus; some affirm it is the Wild Bull. Poeti

cally, it designates any large Quadruped."l In the poem, 

ColeridRe chooses a Hebrew word, but in the footnote he 

feels compelled to use the scientific designation, quadruped. 

Another inkling of Coleridge's interest in natural 

histor,) is gleaned from an earlier version of "This Lime

'" '"'. l' tIVlY rrl son· sen by Coleridge to Southey in July 

of 1797. This earlier version includes the lines: "Whose 

plumy f(~rns forever nod and drip/Spray'd by the waterfall.,,2 

Coleridge proceeds to inform Southey that these are Hferns 

that p'rOloJ in most places five Dr six together, and form a 

cOfq;lete 'Prince of iIVales'F'eather'--that is Plumy.1I3 

This concern with scientific accuracy is also appar

en t in liThe e ps a k e . !I r 11 e poe t des c ribe s !l :-r 0 pel s g en t 1e 

I •
OlS footnote 

'1"~ t ttl . 

Forget-rne-not. ,,4 

the scientist indicates th'it 'rorge -me-no lS 

One of the names (and meriting to be the only one) 
of the Myosotis Scorpioides P~lustris, a flower f~o~ 
six to twelve inches high, with blue blo2som and orlght 

2 ~, . , ~ 
II id., p. 119. LD10., p. 17!j. 

3 T' . d ... tH • 
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yellow eye. It has the same name over the whole Empire 
?f Germany (Vergissmeinnicht) and, we believe, in 
i)enm9,rk and Sweden. I 

Such footnotes reveal Coleridge's interest in scientific 

accuracy in his poetry. 

Natural history again affect8 Coleridge's poetry in 

l!liymn 3efor'e Sun-Rise, in the Vale of Chamouni. tI 'illhen the 

poem was fir8t publi2hed in the Morning Post and the 

Poetical Repister, it was preceded by an explanatory note 

by Coleridge. As a part of the introduction, Coleridge 

says th at 

The beautiful Geniana major, or :zreater gentian,
 
with blossoms of the brightest blue, grows in
 
larp,e companies a few 8teps from the never-melted
 
ice of the glaciers. I thought it an affecting
 
emblem of the boldness of human hope, venturing
 
near, and, as it were, leaning over the brink of
 
the vrave. Indeed, the w101e vale, its every
 
liQht, its every sDund, must needs impress every
 
mind nat utterly callous with th~ thought--Who
 
would be, who could be an Atheist in this valley
 
01' wonders!2
 

ColeridRe displays his interest not only in the beauty of 

t[-'e flower wd its affect, the revelatior:: of God's voJisdom, 

but lIsa natural history by his use of the scientific term, 

[leniana major. lIe 3J!ain insists or, the scientific name of 

the flower in his footnote to the line, nVJho, '-'lith living 

1 , 113
f 1 Ql.,'lTe r s 0 f loveliest blue .... 

1._, . , 
1 blO. 2 Ibid ., p. 377. 

3T !Jl'C1 
r-'
n •.-.379._'"-_'_' 01' 
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'rhe above examples reflect Coleridge's concern for 

correct scientific terms, but his interest in natural 

history included experiments as well as terminology. In 

D' II"Lin es 1JJri t ten a t Sh ur t DnAiI'S,Q 1\1l\,ear 'Jrldgewater, Coleridge 

states, 

'Tis said, in Summer's evening hour
 
rlashes the ~olden-colour'd flower
 

A fair electric flame. l
 

fhe first tWD times the poem was published, it appeared 

with the following footnote: 

lLIGHT from £lants. In Sweden a very curious 
pbenomenon has been ol'served on certain flowers, 
by M. Haggarn, lecturer in natural history. One 
evening he perceived a faint flash of light 
repeatedly dart from a marigold. Surprised at such 
an uncommon appearance, he resolved to examine it 
with attention; and, to be assured it ,..ras no decep
tion of the eye, he placed a man near him, with 
orders t:) make a signal at the moment \..Jhen he 
observed the light. They both saw it constantly 
at the same moment. 

The light was most brilliant on marigolds of
 
an orange or flame colour; but scarcely visible
 
on pale ones. The flash was frequently seen on
 
the· same flower tWD or three times in quick
 
succession; but more commonly at intervals of
 
seve ral mi nu tes; and wh en several flowers in the
 
same place emitted their light together, it could
 
be observed ~t a considerable distance.
 

This phenomenon was remarked in the months of
 
,Tul v 'ma AU/lust at sunset, and for h3.1f 3I1 hour
 
whe; the at~D8phBre was clear; but after a rainy
 
day, or when the air wa~ loaded with vapours
 
nothing of it was seen.

Colerid~e concludes the footnote with a list of the flowers 

'nittinr' flashes :md the comment that "from the rlpidity 

l~\ . ' 
l.C):l<jo, po 
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of the flash, and other circumstances, it may be conjectured 

that there is sometbing of electricity in this phenomen~n.nl 

For whatever re~sons Colerid2e cbose to discontinue the 

publication of the note, its initial presence indicates his 

interest in the question of the relationship between plants 

and an imals tha t was a source of cons tan t s pe c ulati on for 

elg.. h t een t 11 
h cen t ury b'lO 1 OglS't·8. 2 

C~leridQe's interest in other branches of science 

can also be seen in his poetry. Por example, bis descrip

tieD of himself as a chemist (ItO.f use.ful knowled~e, I 9.rt1 a 

so-so chemist ,'I, I love chemistry ll)3 and his long acknowl

edged friendship with Sir Humphry Davy most certainly seem 

t:J have in.fluenced his poem, "Kisses It: 

C\Jpid, if storying Legend s te 11 ari C1b t,
 
Once framld a rich Elixir of Deli~ht.
 

A Chalice o'er love-kindled .flarees he fix'd,
 
/loll diD i t hie c t '3. r '3.D d Am bra s i ami x'd :
 

th these the maQic dews which Evening brings, 
i3rush 1 d fr:Jm the Idalian s tar by faery Hings: 
~gch tender pledge of sacred Faith he join'd, 
Sacb gentler Ple~sure of th' unspotted mind-
Day-dreams, t..Jhose tints t..Jith sportive brightness glot,f, 
P.11d pe, the blameless parasite of Hoe. 
rhe eyeless Chemist heard the process rise, 
~he steamy Chalice bubbled up in sighs; 
SW82t socmds transpired, 3.8 t,)hen the en',unour1d Dove 
P2urs the 80ft murmuring of responsive Love. 

1 1 b" lOCo~., n
~j. 

obert IV!. ;.aniquis, "The Puzzlinp Limosa: Sensit.ivity 
iDu'll'l, "y:c DO S n ..., man t l' C l c: m1,..;J p. 1 +- (; '1 J"Q ~" :'1' _'. " .3 t udi eS Dm3....1'1 tic ism,
 

T1 (Spring, 1 ( 69), 129.
 

3 
~1te , _,_.,C ~ t np 1.Lj.-3c;._• c'· 
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The finis h' d Hork migbt Envy vainly blame 
"~d 'v', . ' 

~'1J..J 1>12Se8 was the preclDus Compound's name. 
;~n th half th e God his Cypri an Noth er bles t, I 
lmd breath'd on Sara's lovelier lips the rest. 

T~ie use of f1Elixir," 11flames," lIprocess,!1 t1bubbled Up,ll 

IICompound, II and II Chemi 8 t 11 and th e referen CR_ to the tnlxlng. . 

of elements suggest bis interest in chemistry. 

This interest in chemistry is also obvious in his 

prose. /or exa;~'ple, Coleridge discu:",ses the relationship 

oJ:' hydrog;en to oxygen, ni trogen, and carbon in one manu

. t 2s c rl p • In another manuscript, he di:",cusses "Imaginative 

f'hpml·\..1 _ '-'q try, , I'~ . 

~er?y. The sulphurous smell noticeable even in the 
air after great heats immediately before Storms with 
Thuncer and the forked zig-zag Lightning--and intensely 
strong in rooms that have been struck with Lightning 

.does it proceed from Sulphur? If so, whence does 
the Sulphur come? 

If there exist in Nature a power converting Nitrogene 
jnt:J ciydroQ:en, the Litter being supposed the PrDtoxide, 
the former a Deutroxide of the supposi tL'i t1ious Ammonium 
or in a more philosophic Language, Nitrogene being the 

ase X in the condition of the +Magnetism, and Hydrogen 
tr.-!e ;:J:1~1e 3ase under the conditi::m of +Slectricity, an 

intermediate or transitional st9,te is conceivable, 
n '1me ly , that in which X is ind ifferen tl y3as e and 
'. ., -, t 0 {; :::>pn·lrl t no d' f'ler tvO '3 

0 
". h r'> t,jplrl t ,'),as8 ,-\., • or oJ l .- !-LnG vL "', 

[if] Sulphur \-Jere to:]:", proc1uct?J 

:;oleridrJB beF!ins his lIqueryll with a r'3.ther common observati:m 

c)nc'~rnir'[! the "sulphurous srnelli! grter 3, 2t::Jrm. 'ie 

1. . , ,_, 
iJBI I'a\'lor Coleridge, 

(, . t ,., n ! ( _! '7--

Colerloge, . e ~oems 

Q.: • ~., lJ to 0-+ 'J ,+!. 
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concludes with a complex speculation on the origin of sulphur 

indicates the dec,. th of his l'ntere.Rt l"n· ~ " t- ClJemlS ry. 

Coleridge's attitude toward a related science, 

matbem'ltics, is clearly expressed in "His Neglected Tools 

of :16'1Son. tI He sincerely regrets his limi ted knohTledge of 

m3. the m'1 tic s and fee 1 s a s ens e 0 flo S s, for he cann 0 t deve lop 

80me of his ideas. He states, 

Next to that •.. 1 must place the neglect of 
M3themltics, under the str')ngest motives, and the 
most favorable helps and opportunities for acquir
ing them. Not a week passes in which I do not regret 
this Oversight of my Youth hTith a sort of remorse 
that turns it to a Sin.--this day I read the account 
of F'1raday's Microphone ~Dd instantly recognized a 
fond '1nd earnest dream-project of my own of 30 years' 
standin~--with sundry other imaginations respecting 
whlt mi~ht be effected in the only embryo Science of 
Acousti~8. The Walls of Jerico were to fall before 
my War-trumpet[sl. Sut where the Tools of my Reason? 
I had not the Organ of 3.11 Sciences that respect 
':lpace and Ctuanti ty. reiy Drear~s were akin to Reas on: 
but I could not awake out of my propbetic Sleep, to 
effectuate their obJ,'ectivization--for 1 was ignorant 
of the M~thematics!l 

~ is note appeared on a backleaf of Allgemeine Naturgeschicbte 

by ~. E. Schubert. Although K'3thleen Coburn suggests that 

Colerid~e'3 information was probably obtained fram the 
? 

~u arterly Jo urnal of So i ence, Li tara t ure and Art~ and not 

,"H-Vl'lj, Colerid['s's respect for m3.themJtics is nonetheless 

cls'l.rly sh.ted. 

liThe FUme of the .. reflectsA'1cient l'!;'3riner" 

Coleridge's interest in yet anotber branch ar science, 

llbid., pp. 251-252. 
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optics. The mlriner watches the creatures of the great calm 

and reveals that 

3eyond the shadow of the ship,
 
I wItched the water-snakes:
 
'riley moved in tracks of sn ining wh i te,
 
~ld when they reared, the elfish light
 
Fell off in boary flakes.
 

Within the sbadow of the ship
 
I watched their rich attire:
 
dlue, glossy green, and velvet black,
 
'rhey coiled and swam; and every track
 
Was a flash of golden fire.
 

o happy living things! no ton~ue
 
Their beauty might declare:
 
A spring of love gushed from my heart,
 
And I blessed them unaware:
 
Sure my kind saint took pit q on me,


iAnd I blessed them unaware. 

Lowes feels thlt this description of tbe water-snakes is 

reminiscent of a cha.pter, tlLigbt from Putrescent Substance, If 

fr~m Priestley's Opticks, Cor he says Coleridge's descrip

tion of the water-snakes closely plrallels Priestley's use 

of colors. Lowes has verified that Coleridge was familiar 

"-' . ,2with L,(ll S worK. 

Another scientific theory intriguing to Coleridge 

is t:le concept of evolution. Equally intriguin(" is 'In 

~nalysis of Coleridge's attitude toward evolution. One 

of therost disturbinp comments on evolution is made by 

IColerid B, ?he Poems of Samuel Tqylor Coleridge, 
~. ~~~., p. 1 

') 

LLcl\1BS, OD. eit., PPll
-' 
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Coleridge in "Aids to Reflection.1! The center of the 

controversy is Coleridge's use of the word "evolution" in 

the title of the tenth section, liThe Evolution of Han."l 

Critics Beach and Bate represent opposing interpretations 

of Coleridge's attitude. Beach feels that modern critics 

often read the present meaning of evolution into Coleridge's 

use of the word and points out that at the turn of the 

nineteenth century evolution is often used to mean !I scal e 

of being. lI A letter from Coleridge to \rJordsworth is quoted 

by 3e'lch; in this he refers to "the absurd notion .•. of 

man's having progressed from an ourang-outang state.,,2 

&'lother aspect of evolution reportedly disturbin!? to 

Coleridge is that the theory of evolution contradicts cer

taln assumptions involved in the Fall of Man. For these and 

other re:180ns, R03.ch concludes, !t we may 1:::e perfectly confi

dent t~3t in his various accounts of the 'scale of being' he 

dOES not mean to ltnply anything like the modern scientific 

theory of evolution." 3 

Bate's summary of Coleridge's concept of evolution 

leads to a different conclusion. :-hte feels ttthe surprise 

is th~t he went ~s f~r as he did without the backlog of 

investi~ation of which the natural philosopher of a century 

2 
58 'lC h, 22. £1 t ., p. 3 3S. 
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and a half later can avail himself. III It em~ t 0 B t e t'n- tse .~ a .. 8 

Coleridge anticip'ltes to some extent lithe belief of modern 

genetics tbat evolution proceeds through mutations. 1l2 Bate 

offers as supporting evidence Craig Miller's article, 

"Coleridp:e's Concept of Nature. II IvIiller suggests that 

Coleridge's objections to the cruder aspects of evolution do 

not mean he is opposed to the general idea of evolution. Of 

particular interest is Miller's interpretation of the "Note 

on Giordano BrlJno. II After citing the part that is used as 

proof that Coleridge is against the theory of evolution, 

Miller notes that Coleridge 

~oes on to sr. 
u 

that each !lstep" of creation "must be 
~ 

proceeded by a process of growth, and consequently 
3. s ta te of invo lu tion ["concen tra ti on of the flic u1 tie s, 
cornpletion into a form] lind la.tency cor'respondent to 
each successive Moment of Development.") 

Although, Coleridge's attitude toward evolution is 

still celng evaluated ~lDd previously unpublished work may 

clarify his position, it would seem that although he was 

reee tive t: new scientific learning it is doubtful that he 

used eVOlution in the modern sense. However, it is appa.rent 

th~t his interests include the question of man's origin. 

Man's mind ~s well as m~nl8 origin interests 

.~oleridge for, like rc1s"Vwrth, he understwds the way a 

1, tn B, ~. cit. , p. 194. 

3 Ibid . 
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mind works. In his poem, JlPaln,Tl be expresses with ~reat 

accuracy the effect pain has on an individual. l In contrast, 

he describes the soothing healing power nature offers man in 

"Fears in Solitude" as he describes !la quiet spirit-healinp: 

nook rr2 Hhich renders him 

.• grateful, that by nature's quietness 
And solitary musings, all my heart 
Is softened, and made worthy to indulge 
Love, and the thoughts that yearn for human kind.] 

In addition to this sublime influence on man's mind, 

Coleridge also recognizes less attractive influences. In 

his poem, !IOn Imitation,1t he describes a common pitfall, 

All are not born to soar--and ah! how few
 
In tracks where Wisdom leads their paths pursue!
 
Conta2iou8 when to t~t or wealth allied,
 
Folly--3.110 Vice diffuse their venom wide.
 
On Folly every fool his talent tries;
 
It asks some toil to imitate the wise:
 
Tho r few like Pox can speak--like Pi tt can. thiD}{-

Yet all lil{8 Fox can game--like Pitt can drink.~
 

[T e eveDcap t ures the 1e 8 sat t r act i ve, but v e r y norm a 1 t r 3. i t 

of selective imitation. 

In a~dition to his understanding of the psychology 

of' the tlnormalfl hum:L'1 mind, Colerid;le seems f9.8cirnted by 

abnorm~l psychology. Lowes 8u~gests th~t this interest is 

vit'll to Coleridge's work. LOl-wf! discusses lithe stra...Y1~e 

" . . ,. h' 1 C)q\Tcln,v~ O,Cf.:v\T alwa,'v.'.q eXA)"ciqed on1- 'l,c'ClD'ltlon WtllC .. abnorma. c' -v ., - -	 _ - 

lColeridge, Phe t'oems of 3amuel I''3,vlor Colerid;;e, 
. 1 7o	 . el.!.., p. r. 

31 d • , p. 263. 

')1+Tbid., p. c-o. 
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Coleridge--a fascination without which, after all, liThe 

Rime of the Ancient Mariner!l bad never been. ,,1 Other poems 

also reflect Coleridge's interest in abnormal psychology, 

p:3.rticul:3.rly, "Cbristabel" and "Kubla Kha-n." F'or example, 

in "Cbristabel" Coleridge explores the fascination of evil 

an d its power 0 ve r a " g :) 0 d!t person. 

No matter ~ich branch of science is being dealt 

with, there are times when Colerid~e must choose between 

scientific accuracy and poetic effect. Much like his lit

erary predecessors he feels the poetic effect to be most 

important. Just as Milton had chosen to ignore recent 

science at times in favor of a more poetic expression 

of an idea, 80 at times Coleridge finds it necessary to 

foreqo scientific accuracy in favor of poetic effect. For 

. th lI.r 1 hIll1 lfJ heanc.oy, Coleridge states,eX':l.r·:pe, ,epoem, 

c3ar{ (Jreen Adder's 'Tonf1ue vIaS there. n Coleridge's footnote 

exp 1 · t'n3. t t"[JIg is ria plant. found on old Halls ",md in'linS 

1rJells and illoisfJ:,] th:'eor:es.--It is often called Hart's 

l'ongue. fI He adds his use of !lAdder's 

ot'3.r.iC'll mist3.ke. Tile p11.Ilt I meant is called the Hart's 
? 

T~mgLJe, but this hTould unluckily spoil the poetiC'll effect."

Scientific accuracy is desirable, but SoleridQ8 is the 

p. 27-2 . 

{--
')

'ole rid ge , L'he P:)8t11S elf Samuel [aJlor Coleridf's, 
.:2.2. cit.; p. 7;~. 
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master, the creator, the user of knowledge and be must 

select and fuse the strands of bl0wledge to communicate 

his ideas. 

Coleridge definitely is interested in science and 

uses knowledge ~ained in various scientific pursuits. How

ever, like seventeenth century poets, he is aware of the 

limitations of scientific knowledge. l!Hth his insight into 

science, Coleridge perceives that science needs more than 

~athematical formulas and factual compilations. Therefore, 

he insists en the "importance of 'initiative thought' in 

scientific investig3.tion. ul After a discuEsion of 

Coleridge's "initiative thought,lt '3each observes that 

:':oleridge has 

.faith in speculative physics, which proceeds ~ 

priori and by Ilintui tion,!t JlS the 80ul of true 
eXDeriment and the rr:other of all ::treat discoveries. 
Fr~m men capable of this procedur~ Coleridge looks 

" f" " . fto have a demonstra t lon 0 an unbrOKen serles 0
 
" ni:::'
corresponuencles" " In tnaJure. 

It is not surprising that Coleridge, who seeks 

science guided by "initiative thought,lI finds mere classifi 

cation in science futile. er he attacks this approach to 

scierlce j n lIThe Friend, II he drahTs his eX3rnples primarily from 

" t"' . T • 
'00 tlD Y, and the chief recipient of' h · crl lClsm lSL.lS "lnrneus, 

1 !2'1ch, .Q.£. £it., p. 321. 
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the great classifier. For example, like many others, 

Coleridge voices his disapproval of botany at that time. 

He says th:it it is lllittle more tban an enormous nomen

clature; a huge catalogue, •.• yearly and monthly 

~u~mented, in various editions, each with its Ot~ scheme 

of technical memory and its own cOTI\~eniences of reference!n2 

Although Coleridge feels that science should be free to 

explain nature, mere compilation of facts. is not the answer 

for scientific research and experimentation must be guided 

by "initiative thought. n This distaste for mere classifica

t"Lon is not a net.] complaint in English letters as the 

limitations of science as a complete source of knowledge 

have long received the poetls attention. 

In addition to his realization that science is 

limited, Solerid e ~lso recognizes certain limit~ti~ns in 

the use of science in oetry. Lowes su?gests that Darwin's 

seie ce-Iaden30tanic 3arden made little impression on 

Coleridge. 3 rhe title change of one of Coleridge's poems 

indic~tes the validity of Lowes' conclusion. The poem, 

en later reprinted 

iln .. nilunder 'the sportive title ·,arWlnl'lna, JD the supposition 

c? ,-'\ L.. - ~ t 7_ ,"'"'" 0 LJU rn, 0 fJ. 0.L v ., p. 

'1 . t P... Lowes, 2£. £~., 33· 
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that it was written' in balf-mockery of Darwin's style with 

its dulcia vitia."l Although Coleridge is impressed with 

Darwin's early rea1ization that ltthe pbysiological botan18ts 

were hunting in a false direction,,,2 be did not like 

Darwin's poetry or materialism. 3 This may explain, at 

least in part, Coleridge's lack of interest in poems 

devoted completely to science. 

There does seem to be one exception, for Coleridge 

sent a poem on the topic of till !<athematical Problem tl to his 

brother, the Rev. George Coleridge, in 1791. Coleridge's 

motto for the poem, 

If Pepasus will let thee only rloe him, 
Spurning my clumsy efforts to o'erstride him, 
Some fresh expedient the Muse will try, 

f l ),
And waH: on stilts, although she cannot -,y,'-T 

S80ms to inadvertently describe the result of his experi

~ent. The letter accompanying the poem explains Coleridge's 

:i n ten tt on: 

Dear 3rother, 
I have often been 8urpri8sd that Mathematics, 

the quintessence of Truth, shDuldhave found 
admirers so few and 80 languid. ?requent con
8ideration and minute scrutiny have at length 

1.-' T8vlor ColerioR8, 
op. cit., p. 96~ 

1,-,vo_1erl'd ge, 1'h e ,-oem8 ofS 'll1'ue 1 u 

c: Cob urn, 2E. . cit., p. 2L-I- 7 .
 

3 .. . 1 17
 . arnqul8,~. Clt., p. J" 

~Colerid~e, The Poems of Samuel Tqylor Coleridge, 
Q!2. cit., p. 21. 
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unravelled the cause; viz. that though Reason is 
feasted, Imagination is starved; whilst Reason is 
luxuriating in its proper P~radise. Imagination is 
wearily travelling on a dreary desert. To assist 
Reason by the stimulus of Imagination is the design 
of the following production. -In the execution of-it 
much may be objectionable. The verse ..•may be 
accused of unwarrantable liberties, but they are 
liberties equally hamo~eneal with the exactness of 
Mathematical disquisition, and the boldness of Pindaric 
daring. I have three strong champions to defend me 
against the attacks of Criticism: the Novelty, the 
Difficulty, and the Utility of the work. I may justly 
plume myself thgt I first have drawn the nymph Mathesis 
from the visionary caves of abstracted idea, and caused 
her to unite with Harmony. The first born Df the 
Union I now present to you; with interested mDtives 
indeed--as I expect to receive in return the more 
valuable offspring of your Muse. 

Thine ever, 
s. 1'. c.

1CHRIST1S HOSPITAL, Harch 31, l791. 

1m examination of the poem illustrates why Coleridqe 

might be in need of "three strong charnpions l1 for his defense. 

The first two stanzas illustrate the fact that Coleridge is 

n8 rr:cre succ88sful than Dlrwin when he r~akes extensive use 

of 2cience in poetry. 

This is now--this was erst, 
Proposition the first--and Problem the first. 

I 

On a given finite line 
ich ;ust no way incline; 

To describe ~n equi
--lgteral Tri-
- .... A, N, CJ, IJ, S. 

l';ohf let A.S. 
Be the given line 

Which must"no way incline; 
rhe Q' r 81 t 1'11 t hem q tic i an 
Ylkes this gequisition, 

1
 
. L rh' ,


.'. ,".l a . , pp. 21-22 . 
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That we describe an Equi-

--lateral Tri
--angle on it:
 

Aid us, Reason--aid us, Wit! 

II 

From the centre A. at the distance A. B. 
Describe the circle 3. C. D. 

At the distance B. A. from B. the centre 
The round A. C. E. to describe boldly venture. 

(Third postulate see.) 
And from the point C. 

In which the circles make a pother 
Cutting and slashing one another, 

Bid the straight lines a journeying go. 
C.	 A. C. B. those lines will show. 

To the points, which by A. B. are reckon'd, 
,An d pas t u1 '3 t e the sec on d 

For Authority ye know. 
A. B. C. 

'rriumphant shall be 
.m Equi 1ate r a1 Tr i an g1e , 1 

Not Peter Pindar carp, nor Zoilus C9D wrangle. 

:rhis poem c8ntirlues for two r~ore sta.rlzas and concludes wi tb 

the 1 i n ("') 3, It An d n 0,-1 0 U r ,'Ife ary s tee d t:J res tin fin e , / ' Tis 

raised upon A. B. the straight, the c?ivan line. 1t2 Although 

Coleridge uses imagination, reason still seems to dominate 

the ~oem. Ye is unable to accomplish his objective, which 

i s t 0 d rl,,,J It the n ym ph ['Te9, the sis from the vis ion a rye ave S 0 f 

"	 II h ' . , • th P ,, 3abstracted ide3.,' and causeer to unlte Wl ,t1armony." 

It seems t is particul~r mqthem~tical problem is too specific 

and det9.iled to enJ.ble (jim to communic:lte any sublime iceas 

...,
 
IT'Ol'_~.__t'J ., pp. 22-2]. clbid., p. 23.
 

3.~ b' ,
1.'lO., p. 22. 
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behind the details. Therefore, he has not been able to 

"assist He'3.son rt (communic'3.te the beauty of a mathematical 

theory) by the II s timulu8 of Imagination." Whether inten

tional or not, "!\. J'flathematical Problem ll seems to present 

9D excellent argument against the extensive use of science 

in poetry. 

Coleridge's interest in science is quite evident. 

Dealing successfully with science is essential to his 

development as a philosopher. As seventeenth and eighteenth 

century poets had before him, Coleridge, too, sees GOd's 

wisdom revealed in nature and through the use of the telescope 

and the microscope, his admiration for science is expressed 

directly in his prose and poetry. Although he rarely uses 

Clcience 3.S the subject of 'i poerr, bis poetry reflects his 

interest in natural history, geography, chemistry, math

ematics, optics, evolutbn, md psychology. Like previous 

poets who had used science in their poetry, he is willinq 

to sacrifice scientific accuracy for poetic effect for he, 

t :), finds that science hilS some limitations as a source of 

'moltJledge \itlen it det(3riorates into the compilation of 

, ~~ 'i, h d
fae ts . Lowers summ'1ry seems :111'tccur::u~e one luI' novo ,y 

who knows the period can drea7 of isolqting the poetry 

rrom the ferment of its thought or of detaching Samuel 

"I
r~ylor ColeridP8 from that ferment. 



CHAPTJ.~R V 

KEATS ill~D SCIENCE 

A careful reading of the poetry of J8bn Keats 

suggests th~t Whitehead's conclusion that "Keats is an 

eX8.:-nple of literature untouched by science"l is an over

statement. Keats' poetry reflects the intellectual ferment 

of tbe period just as the poetry of Wordsworth and Coleridge 

does. Keats is involved with science practically, pbilo

sophically, and poetically. 

Keats' early involvement with science is of a rather 

practical nature; he was preparing for a career in medicine. 

~urin~ this time, Keats knew and admired men associated 

with science. For example, he is said to have adored the 

'b ,-, 2r-re:3t surileon ano teacher, As .ley uooper. Another man 

of science becomes important to Keats in his later years, 

Cr. Joseph Henry Green. 

In addition to his admiration for men of science, 

Keats also shows an interest in his scientific studies. 

~ir '1le- hite describes ats as ~n indefatigable medical 

st 1 ent and expl'3.ins th3.t 

1 itehe'HJ, op. __t., p. 120. 
C., • n 'J- rr J- TD' torCJnrjPlt~ent-L,')lr lll:un t111e- 1v8, lesaGs 3.S ,DC., _ =<-'-' ' ... ·.,L"'v 

(Lonc::>n: Oxford University Press, 1 Q ]31, op. 13-1°. 
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Keats came of industrious talented parentage, he 

had at school shown himself to be a great reader he- ,
attended lectures diligently, he made copious notes 
of eleven out of a course of twelve, and he prepared 
for his qualifying examination in the shortest possible 
time and at the youngest possible age •... Keats 
presented himself for examination on the 25th of July, 
1816. The Register of the Apothecaries Society shows 
that he produced a testimonial from Mr. Hammond, and 
that the lectures he had attended were those on anatomy 
and physiology, medicine, chemistry, and materia medica. 
He passed with ease: a creditable perlOrmal1Ce, I'or he 
had only been an apprentice for I'ollr years ins tead of 
five and he had only stUdied for ten months at the 
hospital. l 

Yet s~on after passing the qualifying examination he 

~bandoned the study of medicine. 

There seemed to be tWD basic reasons Why Keats 

turned away from medicine. First, his love for poetry 

was ~rowing rapidly as Sir Hale-White illustrates. 2 

,~econ'"' d lLy, d ue . (,,,10.,rll"t.';on.,s in the hospitals and the lackto ~~1, _ _ • 

t!3"1pepament. As Keats expl'iined, 

j,'Jy las t oper3.tion \!Ja8 the opening of a. man r S tempora.l 
irtery. I did it with the utm~st nicety; but reflect
ing on what passed thpough mv mind at tbe time, my 
c1Dxtori t CJeevnF>d '3. mi~acle, ~d I never t::)ok lJp the'.' " .- "~. )r ': -' 'i' 
1 'ill C e t '3.i?l.ln.' 

-. ' 
LjOIrJ8Ver, tllis docision t'J leave meClC.-Lne should not 

. I" "t critici,CJm of science fore interprets d as an lmp leI ~ - 

l"'rl n "1_"') 2 I iel.,
~_ 0 l, 0' t-' P Co .) •.L .J L • 
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Keats values his exposure to science. After giving up 

medicine, Keats expresses his feelings in a letter: 

re I to study physics or rather Medicine aoain, 
I feel it would not make the least differenc~ to 
my Poetry; when the mind is in its infancy a Bias 
is in reality a Bias, but when we have acquired 
more strength, a Bias becomes no Bias. Every 
cl evtr tmen t of Kn owled r; e we se e exc ellen t and c alcu
lated towards a great whole. I am so convinced of 
this, that I am glad at not having given away my 
medical Books, which I shall aeain look over to 
kee plli ve hrh '3. t I know tbi therw':ird s; and moreover 
intend through you and Rice to become a sort of 
pip-civilian. An extensive knowledge is needful 
to thinking people--it takes away the heat and 
fever: and helps, by widening speculation, to ease 
the 3urden of the Mystery. 

Keats considers his study and knowledge of medical science 

'18 ':in 3.8set, not a liability, for "every department of 

~owledge we see excellent and calculated towards a great 

l-Thole. f' 

Ke'lts r conviction that "extensive knowledRe is 

nssriful to thinking people" is indicative of bis philosophy. 

or 'A'l ts, 'is it had for Goleridge, tl18 ide'll ~ns 3. grea t 

\<J'lJle!f or a unity. In this quest ;\:e'lts is closely allied 

v_ ne Cc.",. Jr eX-J:'i;cle, AoWl. +-h t' e:u:,nl., t een tb. p10tury lJ' ..... -< , T-~. IvI. 3nelders 

.. '--. 1 ..e d 1.8 C 0 ve r.f 0 r 3' '11 V 'lnice 1 e c t r 1 c 1 t Y \ -, a van 1 , 

Voltq) and the che~i2try of gls8s (~lqc~, Cav8n
di,clfl, Priestly,kheele), in the 1'l2t cJeclde of 
the ei~hteeDth century, exerted ':in especially 

., 
L,}" '" 

J .. ql. U p. 3 -39.to , 
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great influence on the Romantic Movement, on
 
the strength of their application to the prob

lem of tbe life-process and the unity of inor

ganic and orga....YJic nature. 1
 

Maniquis observes the same phenomena when he SUg~e8ts that 

!fthroughout eighteenth-century poetry and science, attempts 

lre made to find the one contrDlling vital principle or 

force that was usually grasped in only its isolated and 

varied :rodes. fl2 

This philosophical interest in unity is present in 

;Ceats' poetry. [<'or example, in rtEndymion fl he describes a 

poet sB'lrching for the ideal. Endymion says he is 

.not ignorant though, 
That those deceptions which for pleasure ~o 

'Mang men, are pleasure real as real may be: 
aut these are higher ones I may not see, 
If impiously an earthly realm I take. 3 

!\2ndymion tt deals \-lith the desire for the ideal, the diffi 

cul ty of att'1inment, rmd the necessi ty of reconciling the 

ideal and the real. This ideal also plays 3 role in flThe 

n ~ 1 "T" " II
,"1 1 0 I " Yper Ion • For eX'3.mple, a series of questions 

directed at '3. veiled fj'."ure, and her subsequent3.DSl'JerS, 

4revells l>J'hat constitutes Il true ll poetry. Dougl3.s Bush 

1,. C\. M. ,:)nelders, !lRom'mticisD1 md Ngturphilosophie 
3,nd the Inore"3.Dic d,tural Sciences 1797-lgL~O: A.ll Introduc
tJry Jurve,Y/' :Studies in ROffi'3.rJticism, IX (Summer, lQ7C,), 195. 

2,. ". " .. n If:;J(i3,nlqul s, 212.. ~., ~. .,' .• 

3John eats,rne Complete Poeticl' WDrks and Letters 
,,-- , , d' ~ (~,..,,,,rn~. FDUfJ"bton.o [' ,TO l'm e '3. t s, ed. ~: 0 r 3. C e ,',. ;:, C u a e ~ ,L/ '" v c) 11 • 

,"el"'l"..i. I' '0""m"p']nyJl j ~ '-J , 0 eIHQ:)) 107.'-- ..~./ , /' l 
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feels th'-lt IIXeats was ahmys striving for unity: in 

'Endymion, I he bad attempted to unite the ideal and the 

real, and in the two 'Hyperions' he was to do so again. nl 

This practical and philosopbical interest in science 

bears poetic fruit in a number of ways. Keats' poetry 

reveals, for example, his warning concerning the perils of 

too much science or too much knowledge of any kind. Like 

poets of the two previous centuries and Wordsworth and 

Coleridge, Keats delineates the limitations of science as a 

source of knowledge. In "Sleep and Poetry" Keats 8'3.Y8, 

Could all this be forgotten? Yes, a schism 
Nurtured by foppery and barbarism, 
Made great Apollo blush for this his land. 
Men were thoIJ1ht wise woo could not understand 
His alories: -with a pullinr infant's force 
They~swayed about upo~ a ro~king horse, 
And thou9-ht it Pep.:8sus. Ah, dismal souled~ 

The wind~ of heaVeD blew, the ocean rolled 
Its gathering waves--ye felt it not. The blue 
Bared its eternal bosom, a.nd tbe del..J 
Of summer nights collected still to make 
rhe mornin~ ~recious; beauty was awake! 

y were y~ not awake? But ye were dead 
ro thin~s ya knew not of,--ware closely wed 
To musty laws lined out~with wretched rule 
And compass Vl°1 e •• t: 

::eats chides thDse li'Iho are dead, whose perception is bOllnd 

by llrnusty LUoJ8 lined out 1tJith wretched rule/And COnp9.S8 vile,tt 

IDouczlas ;~.'Ll~n'u l, n'(aatq(~ ......'. L...;' tt KD·at.s, eo. :11ter Jackson 
~ 1 t e ('~n (11 e wo 0 d Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Pall, Inc., 
li()+! , : 24-. 

' .. j. .......
 

ODe cit., pp. 20-21. 
-->
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for like Wordsworth and Coleridge, he feels that there is 

much in life that cannot be measured or prescribed. Yet 

ats, too, realizes that not only men of science are 

guilty of this error. Later in the same poem, Keats assails 

"a school/Of do Its to smooth, inlay, and clip, and fit,/ 

fill ..• their verses tallied."l Therefore, he is equally 

critical of llprescribed poetry.1f 

Another suggestion of the limitations of science 

3.ppears in llLamia.!f Lamia is described as being 

Not one hour old, yet of sciential brain 
To unperplex bliss from its neighbour pain: 
Define their pettish limits and estr'1nf!e 
Their points of contact, and swift counterchange; 
Intrigue with the specious chaos, and d~spart 
Its most ambiguous atoms with sure art. 

The "sciential brain" defines lI pet tish limits" and 

estranges ftpoints of contact" or, as VJordsworth says, 

multiplies distinctions. A Bcience interested in 

caterorizin~ leads away from any unity of thought. Thus 

keeping with his philosophical search for unity, 

continues the poetic tradition of chastising science that 

is interested solely in distinctions. 

L"lter in IlLamia, n as Keats assails Tlcold philosophy, n 

ElC~len. t''''',1ilC • 1 inace iC! depicted much as in Vordsworth r SC(lGa~og ~ 

Do not all charms fly 
At the mere touch of cold philosophy? 
l'here W'lS an !H..rful r:linbo~" once in heaven: 

",1 'rJ t) 1. " c' ., p. 21. 
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We know her woof, her texture; she is given 
In the dull catalogue of common tbings: 
Philosophy will clip an fillgel's wings 
Conquer all mysteries by rule and line, 
Empty the haunted air, and gnomed mine-
Unl.oJe ave a rain bow. I 

rhe once awesome spectacle of the rainbow is Bone. Her 

111f.J:)ofll 'Ind texture are known and the mystery and glory 

hlve disintegrated. She has become part of the "dull 

C'3talofwe of common things ll as man conquers lI a ll mysteries 

by rule and line." 

rnis suggestion of an indictment against too much 

mowledi2'e of any kind is carefully delineated l'lter in his 

"Epistle to John Hamilton Reynolds,!! 

Dear Reynolds! I have a mysterious tale, 
!\J1d cannot speak it: the first p3-ge I read 
Upon a Lampit rock of green sea-weed 
Am::mQ' the breakers; 'hJ:3.s a quiet eve, 
T~e rocks were silent, the wide sea did weave 
An untumul tUOU8 fringe of silvaI' foam 
Along the flat brolm sand; I was at home 
An d Sh 0 U1 d h '1 va been m0.9 t hap p y , - - b iJ tIs a 1N' 

o far into the sea, where every maw 
The rre3ter on the less feeds evermore.-
Gut i saw t~o distinct into the core 
Of an eternal fierce destruction, 
And so from happiness I far was gone. 
Still am lsi ck of it, an d tho I, to - day, 
I've qather'd young spring-leaves, and flowers gay 
Of periwin~le and wild strawberry, 
Still do I th~t most fierce destruction see,-

a Shark at savage prey,--the Hawk at pounca,-
The rent1e abin, like a Pard or Ouncs, 
Ravenin '1 worm,--Away, Y8 horrid moods! 

156.
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Moods of one's mind! You know I hate them well.
 
You know I'd sooner be a clapping Bell
 
To some Kamtschatcan Missionary 6hurch,
 
Than vIi tYj these horrid moods be left i' tbe lurch. 1
 

£ven the beauty of the sea is destroyed if examined too 

closely. On this subject Thora Balslev suggests that ~eats 

wd "yordsl>Jorth 8h3.re a simil'1r reaction, \"J[lich is that "the 

h;) 1 ine s s of 9.11 created thin fl.S is profa..ned wh en s cien tific 

curiosity prompts the intellect to exert its powers for the 

,,2
sale end of p~rticular knowledge of the isolated phenomena. 

The price of abused science is too hiQb. 

In his poem, "Pancy," Keats develops a related idea. 

'I.S he describes fragile and delicate f'lncy, l\e'lts also 

points out the destructiveness of misleading knowledge: 

Ever let the Pancy roam,
 
Pleasure never is at home:
 
At a touch 8weet Pleasure melteth,
 
Like to bubbles when rain pelteth:
 
'1' hen 1e t ltd n ge d :"an c y \,. 'ill de I'
 

Through the fhought still spread beyond her:
 
ODen ~ide the ~i~d's cage-door,
 
She I r dlrt forth, and clouchn.rd SO'3.r .
 
. 
Ch, sweet F'3ncy! let her loose;
 
~verything is spoilt by use:
 
~h re 1 8 the cnJek th'3.t doth not fade,
 
Too much qazed qt?3
 

~eats, w~o alon~ wit~ his fellow Rornwltics accentuates 

1 ~l·}' .' r1 
~., 

2." 
c or:l 

Yon n s y 1 V3J1 i l : 
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"interfusion not classification,1I1 is aware of the distor

tion of a science-oriented picture, but he seems equally 

cautious of any other lopsided views. 

,,-.., 
f' j.-•.' 
\"1.Al tb Dugh J." Jones seems to support this canclu

,sian, he gives another dimension to the philosophical 

problem involved. After mentioning Keats' protest against 

the "dissection of a rainbc:nl1,!l Jones concludes: 

Arld yet the hostility of Keats and \!'JordsVJorth, 
to a certain extent even of Blake, is only on the 
surface, for their main theme is the physico
theological one of the wisdom of God in nature, 
which the scientific poets of the eighteenth 
century had brought to them in varying and sublime 
examples. They distrusted the science that they 
c D U 1 d not und e r stan d, an d by 1800 muc h 0 fit mus t 
properly have seemed to them cold, materialistic, 
and forbidding. Purthermore, the sublime h3d gone 
out of most scientific poetry, especially in that 
most notorious ex~mple near the end of the century, 
Erasmus D8rwin I s The Loves of the Plmts. It is 
'1 flI' cry from unnumbered l-lorlda in unme'lS ured 
sp~ce t:J 9. violet by a mossy stone, but :im~ges 

from n3tural history lead just as surely to an 
understanding of divine order in nature as t~os8 

fr::lm astronomy. The im9r:ery chane'ed from bl'uing 
comets anrl t~e orderly world in a drop of pond 
s cum t :) ac'" imp u1 s e f I'a m '1 vern a 1 loJ oDd, t ut the 
c h~n~., ;" - ~': e ~.~~ - obRcure, underlyingu, continuity

,C 1 no't' - the u 

of ide3.s. 

ats is well aware of the limitations of science, 

he contj~ues, as other poets before him, t::l use scientific 

cJi::::covf:'Y'ies to lela to "9.n understanding of divine order in 

fl].turoo ff 

o ;. J J r2 e s, 1J2... c t ,t ., p. 2.3 3 .. 
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'3'1_._---

In the poetry of Keats it is possible to see this 

lIma in theme. .the physico-theologicat one of the wisdom 

or G·od in Dl ture. II Keats mqkes a number of direc t refer

erces to Ule v-Jisdom in nature, ranging from a source of 

delightful stories to q source of universal knowledge. 

":Jr exa-nple, in IIOr F'irst Looking into Chapman's Homer," 

he c'3.11s D3ture the \'Maker of s\<J8et poetal! and says, 

rhes must I praise above all other glories 
That smile on us to tell deliQhtful stories. 
~or what has made the sage or poet write 
jut the fair paradise of-Nature's light?l 

j<:S3tS finds wisdom expressed in roses, as in nTo a Friend 

J Sent [,;e S:]me Roses.!! He 89.YS, ItSoft voices h3.d they, 

that with tender plea/~hi8per'd of peace, and truth, and 

friencJliress unequell'd."2 'Ehe soft voices speak more 

firmly in ttl Stood Tiptoe, It for '\"eats feels, 

Why, vou rriaht read two sonnets, ere they reach 
To·wh~re th~ hurryinQ freshnsssBs aye preach

I -- ,. . b l . , -:l/l n l t u r '3.1 s e rm :) n 0 e r ttl e 1 r p e b .~ Y bee ,3 • ~' 

• • _,. fI,c' _, • l!One of the claims m3.de for nature 18 VOlceo ln ~noym1on, 

Arid wi ther drearily on 1-::3.rren moor::: 
Dread opener of the mysterious doors ~ 
Le'3.ding to l.mivers3.1 f<J1owledge •. 

"eats often makes poetic reference to nature as a source of 

po 16. 
~1 

1::::"--I·'O~,.4 D 
~., t: 0 
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As ,Jones points out, "images from natural history 

lead just as surely to an understanding of divine order in 

nClture '3,S those from astronorny,,,l and Keats' poetry is 

filled with images taken from natural history. POI' exan:ple, 

the cJ i vi n e J r d 19 1" innat uI' 19 i s ref lee ted in 11 f~n d ym ion n a 3 the 

poet sees th'lt "8r08,d leaved fig trees even now foredoom/ 

~iheir ri pened frui tags. ,,2 This never-ending cycle of life 

and death reaffirms the underlying order in the universe, 

lust as the seasons do. FlovJers are used by Keats in "Ode 

t:J a	 l'Ji:::rhtinpgle" to silOW the rhythmical change of sea.s::ms, 

from	 spring to summer, 

fast	 f~ding violets covered up in leaves; 
~~d mid-May's eldest child, 

The coming musk rose, full of dewy wine, 
1

rhe murmurous haunt of flies on summer eV82. j 

rile c:J:T!mon oak becomes 911 affirmation of permanen~e of the 

divine order revealed in nature in an I1IEpistle to (~eorge 

I 
. . ,,4e '3.rs t the Druid {nelrJ, are :zrm-Jlng. A (~rove 'Jf 3.Dcient 

o~ks, fruit-lader fip' trees, 3.nd facing violets all oeC:Hre 

refle tions Jf the divine order revealed in nature. 

fhe revel~tiDn of order is only one of the purposes 

served ~y nJturll history in ats' poetry. ost of his 

references to nature are to convey [Jis Ot-JYl feelini1s9.nd 

1 
a P. tT Of) e s, 10 c. c. it. 

lt Tbid ., p. lC. 
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reactions. rJ

;iowever, as he celebrates the plant and animal 

kingdoms, he reveals an interest in knowledge provided by 

the study of natural history. For example, he makes poetic 

use of yew, fi~, blo8soming lime, palm, myrtle, oak, syca

more, beech, plantane, and spice-blossom trees. Some of 

tt18se trees are not indigenous to his own country and 

suggest that through conversation or reading Keats' poetic 

reservoir was enlarged by the interest in natural history. 

Another possible instance of this influence is his descrip

tion of a kinl2fisher, fish, and swan in ltlmitatiDn of 

Spenser.!l His description is as detailed and accura.te as 

the elaborate plates appearing at that time in natural 

history magazines, 

Phere the kina-fisher saw his plumage bright 
V ing with fish of brilliant dye below; 

ose silken fins, and golden scales' light 
Cast upward, through the waves, a ruby glow; 
There saw the swan his neck of arched snO.,i, 
ADd oared himself along with majesty; 
Sparkled his jetty eyes; his feet did show 
lene~th the waves like Africls eb~ny, 1 
And, on his b'3.ck a fay reclined voluptously. 

In ~ simillr passq~e, the Qoldfinch comes under close 

scrutiny in !iI Stood Tiptoe,!I 

~~~rl~~;nlQa ~~ldf~r,cheq one by one will drop...J ,-J!' . G l.J -L. 1 V L,;-' v _..L ~ ~ '-' 

r:m low hunt! branches: little sp'3.ce they stop: 
" r1 t ' . r f' A " t h 'C, 1" '" Q 1 '" e 1.( •ut sip 'lnCi tHltter, '1nu rJ81 ~V:>. .c_~ ~~~. ,-. 

<- , _', - 1- f' ':l 1 ..l'hen off 9.t cmce,lS 1[: a ,-.l:lrnon .Lre~K. 

C'r De T' h '1 P8' , to s h 01tJ t h 8 i r b 1<:1. c k:lnd go 6den ltd n g s , 
pgu~ing upon their yellow flutterings.~ 

2,,' i--, ~ rl 1 
-

,~ 

p. 1. ~., p. 'l • 
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Such detailed descriptions suggest an interest in n9.ture, 

intensified by the interest in natural history at that 

time. 

Keats is not only a careful observer of n9.ture, but 

also an impartial one. And like \'Iords\fmrth, Keats is a~",are 

of the duality in nature, the good and the evil. In 

n'iloman! tv,Then I Behold rrhee Flippant, Vain," Keats applies 

1 
the adjective "greedy" to the shark. The unpleasantness 

of the word receives emph9.sis from the passage quoted 

e'3.r11er, in whic!') Keats describes the freternal fierce 

destruction li he saw ll\.]here every maw/The greater on the 

2 
lesser feeds evermore. 1i This vision is especi9.11y dis

turbinp to '\E:'ats when he leaves the sea and directs his 

attention inland for he sees the same destruction. The 

h 9. ~J k i s 1 ike the s h ark an d eventh e ,1 8 n tIe 1" 0 bin i s 

" tl ~\... ~ ,tTI' r .'3. ven-ina-~ 'c. If ~n 'lilloymlon' Keats describes hO\-J "all the 

nleas'illt hUBS/Of heaven and earth had f'3.ded" and the rills 

I'seemed sooty, and o'erspread \fIith upturnec gills/Of dying 

f i 8 h • n 3 1"1 t u r e is not 9.1 wg. y s be 3. Ll t i f u1 in reality or in 

Ents I poetry. 

As ,Tones ooints out, poet::: of the eighteenth century 

h)30 sh~:nm ft v '3rying and sublime eXlmples!! of the physico
, 
II
 

, . l t~eme O~f th.e nul'sdnum, nf 
---

'Jon in n3.ture. tf'f As
tnBolJPlC1~ n 

l ~ 
~Iuid., p. c. 

3 Lbjd ., p. !-tJones, lac. cit. 
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mentioned earlier, most examples of this theme during the 

ei~hteenth century concern the revelations of the telescope 

and microscope. Although most of Keats' images connected 

in some way with science come from the realm of natural 

history, he, too, uses the telescope and the microscope. 

ro describe his feeling on first reading Chapman's Homer, 

:T S '3.ts says, "Then felt I like some \<1atcher of the skies/ 

\vhen a new planet swims into his ken. ,,1 These lines reflect 

the same sense of awe a scientific discovery provoked in 

earlier poets. Keats a~ain reaches to the heaveD to describe 

harmony, poised "Huge as a planet, and like that roll round,/ 

;~terDally '3.round a dizzy void. f1
2 

The image of the planets 

spinring in their prescribed orbi ts appe'irs again in "1'he 

Pall of Ryperion": 

Hoan, brethren, moan; for 10, the rebel spheres 
Soin round; the stars their ancient courses keep; 
Ciouds still with shadowy moisture haunt the eart~ 
Still suck their fill of li~ht from sun and moon.~ 

Scientific discoveries ~nd poetic ima~ery "1182 mix in 

In describing his sense of enchantrcent, Keats 

. • .KethoLJ~ht I lay
atching th~ zenith, where the rnil~y w~y 

" ." lcnr1o'" nnurq'AcnonQ' the stars In VIrgIn sp v_,U" lJ .... -~. 

A(,~ ;rovel1{na mv eve until the ~oors
.::..." J U v C::I. _L...!..,_· - d v, 

f heaven app~ared to open for my fli~ht 

1 
'8'ltS, . ci t., p. 9. 

~ -". • , ')? '7
JLOIO., p. L.-Ji' 
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I became loth and fearful to ali~ht
 
Prom such high soaring by a downward glance:
 
So kept me steadfast in tha.t airy tr'3nce,
 
Spreading imaginary pinions wide.
 
When presently, the stars began to glide,
 
find f'lint away, before my eager view:
 
At which I sighed that I could not pursue,
 
"4nd dropped my vision to the horizon's verge:
 
And lo!from opening clOUds, I saw emerge ~ .
 
~he loveliest moon, th~t ever silvered o'er
 
A shell for Neptune's goblet: She did soar
 
So passionately bright, my dazzled soul
 
Commingling with her argent spheres did roll
 
'I'hrough clear and cloudy, even ~vhen she went
 
At last into a dark and vapoury tent-

~hereat, methought, the lidless-eyed train
 
Of planets all [Nere in the blue ag9.in.
 

I felt upmounted in that region 
'here falling stars dart their artillery forth, 

lmd eagles struggle with the buffeting north 
Thqt balances the heavy meteor-stone:-
7 e lt too, I was not fearful, nor alone, 1 

,3ut 19.pp 1 0 and lull'd ':lIang the dangerous S[zy. 

this passage the planets, Neptune's goblets, st9.rs and 

Teteor st::me.Sl 3.re ned to expre28 the ide9.l- in Endymion's 

Keats still feels the glory ano wonder elrlier 

Gets associated with scientific discoveries connected 

Wit~1 the telescope. 

o 1 01.c> .c;'-'.lt~.·' u;:j'~"~~., ~f'-'--'- ~ ~ -,~ppvplationseX']..~[:iJ i~S _ ::i t:''lC1'- - of 

t e micro2cope 9.nd the microcosm seem more limited. In 

expre238S directly the idea of the 

~ 

ell] =tel 3. ~licroc08m or life: 

,,·t 0t'~"'>n"1 v"o_ life is out 3. Oly:.::' ,;w.C, c~r'''l''dc>rf",_.
 

A'!':wile deHdrop 2D its DeriloLls ~B.y
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yrom a tree's summit; a poor Indian's sleep 
While his boat hastens to the monstrous steep 
Of MDntmorenci. Why so sad a moan?l 

Life is mirrored n~)t only in a day, but also in a fragile 

cJ e I-Jd Y' 0 P • The idea of the teeming life in a drop of pond 

water, w~ich was a very popular concept, seems to find 

be'llJ tifu 1 poe ti c expres s i on in fiEnd ymi on \I : 

. l'he J.Y 0 r p h e fu'1 f 0 lJ n t 
or that fine element that visions, dreams, 
And f1 tful wbims of sleep 8.re made of, streams 
Into its airy channels with so subtle, 
So thin a breathing, not the spider's shuttle, 
Circled a million times within the space 
Of a swallow's nest-door, could delay a trace 
1'1. tinting of its qlJ'3.1ity: ho~..r light 
~lJst dreams themselves be: seeing they're more 

slight ') 
rhan the mere nothiog that engenders them!

The spider's web is used to express the quality of sleep 

~eats is describing. Although there ~re definitely more 

innrres t3.;{sn fr::;m 'istr:::momy and nJtural history, the 

rd c r ;) c ;) s m be:3 t reveals wi s d 0 m an d or de r tot<;e 3. t s . 

ere qre other brief indications of the influence 

01P' th e t fJ'h 1~~tqu. ~ ~SCIence:Jn poe ry D_ ,0.0-":;',, (;l~_A""JI·"a·lv~r,;""'rq"-_0~'~ .. 

drift r'llntly acroE'S hi:=; poetry. ?or ex:~].r,cp18, in !lTo 

,. ,. If J'!'.'Jithhold no atom's ~ t om or 1. C1l8. 

- }-l " , 5
23 ~ram~tic 'ire his references to SUl hur· ana pnospnor. 

p. S -60.lIbid., 

J J.... . D. 206.~ l,d. J P 
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Ji..nother possible use of scientific information can be seen 

in the application of the idea of metamorphosis in t'Endymion ll 

and !lLami a. II 

Travel literature aids ~nd abets Keats' interest in 

natural history. This interest is expressed by the inclusion 

of the flaura and faun'l of other 13Ilds. In "Endymion" the 

1lynx, dolphin, vulture, lion, and crocodile all appear. 

In the same section, Keats compares the holding of his 

•• recollection, even as one 
Who dives three fatnoms where the waters run 
Gurgling in the beds of coral.. 2 

T .
ulJS"G 'lS Keats uses coral beds to describe his recollection, 

he utilizes exotic imagery in his description of Lamia, 

She was a gordian shape of dazzling hue, 
Vermilion-spotted, golden, green, and blue: 
3triped like ~ zebra, freckled like a pard, 
;~yed like a peacock, ::l.no all crimson barred; 
And full of silver moons, tOlt, as she breathed!. 
Disso~ved, or brighter shone, or interwreathed. J 

fhis d8scrlption nnkes use of the zebra, leopard, and peacock 

to c:JDvey 911 irr:pression of her appS3.rance. In !L.'1other 

descriptIon, in the fI;:';ve of St. Agnes," the products of 

travel spill fortb, 

iill d s t iII, she 8 1 e pt ana Z LJ re -1 i dde d 81 e e p , 
In lanched linen, sn'ooth, 3.nd lavender'd, 
~~le he fr8rr: forth the closet brought ~ heap 

Of c9IJdied 3.,Jple, quince, and pl'Jt11, 31jO gourd; 

2~. j 
~., 
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VJi th jellies soother ttl an creamy curd, 
hna lucent syrops, tinct with cinnamon; 
r'~3.c'1na 'lnd dates, in argosy transferr'd 
;;'rom l"ez; and spiced danties, every' one 
n· l' ,.., , 1
~'rom S1. C{eD ;:)amarcand to cedar'd Lebanon. 

Specific references to travel and explorers occur 

ir Keats' poetry. li'or example, jn !lTD the Nile fl ats 

refers to the "Son of the old moon-mountained African 1/ 

2Chief of the Pyr'lrl'id and Crocodile!tl In the well-known 

pass 9..Ee fr'om liOn Pirst Looking into Chapman's Homer, n Keats 

CClmpJreS his sense of disco'Jery with the feeling of an 

explorer. 

Or like stout Cortez when with eagle eyes 
lIe st'lred on the P'3.cific--and all his men 

Looked at B'3.ch other with '3. wild surmise-
Silent, upon a pe'3.k in Darien. 3 

:i;ven th 0 ug h he names the wrong explorer, the inters stand 

excitement is there nonetheless. These and many other uses 

demonstrate sats' interest in natural history supplemented 

~nDwledge filtered through tr'3.vel literature. 

~eat2 is involved with science, practically, phil~-

s ~ () hie '3. 11 y, ':ttl d poe tic '3,11 Y. As 3, medic':l.l st~dent, he 2ains 

scientific knowledge he feels to be important even after his 

decislon t~ terminate his studies. KS':l.ts values his 

scientific knoHledQ'8 for:is a philosopher he feels nevery 

dep'lrtment of knol..rledQ3 1:18 see excellent a.no C1.1cl1'3.ted 

4to IfFl. r rl 8'3. CJ' r e 3. t wh ole. If :H s poe try rev (:3'1 1S his in t 8 res t 

1o, '.' 1.'"\.;. 2 Ibid ., p. 41.L D.1 C1 ., p" _ 

o
-' . 

+ '3.18- ice, ap. cit., p. 39. 
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in several ways. His poetry continues the tradition of 

poetic recognition of the limitations of science. Keats, 

~s 8ther poets before him, also continues the revelation 

Df order in the world, most particularly with imaces selected 

from n~tural history. Like Wordsworth, he also presents a 

realistic description of nature. Contrary to Whitehead's 

st;:lte~nent, 9tg' poetry is not an flexa:nple of literature 

• !l luntouched by SClence. 

1 iteh0Jd, IDC. cit. 

5 



CHAPT3R VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

C. M. Bowra contends that "in rejecting philosophy 

and natural science, the Romantics accentuated the isol~tion 

of poetry from the current thought of their time."l This 

evaluation of the Romantics' attitude is not uncommon; 

however, such evaluations cannot be held valid for two 

reasons. 

First, the Romantics and their poetry were not 

isolited from the eighteenth century. As Bate explains, 

they "after all, were born in that century and were very much 

products of it ••• one of the principal interests of a 
2

period was the youth it prod:Jced and educated. tI Too mucb 

emphasis has been placed on the ways the Romantics differed 

from their predecessors. 

Secondly, because the Romantics were not isolated 

from the eighteenth century, any meaningful evaluation of 

their attitude toward and use of science in their poetry 

must also consider the attitude toward and use of science 

in the two preceding centuries. Within tbis frame of refer

ence, it 38ems the Romantics continue to know and use 

science much as their literary predecessors had. 

1"v. 1,.v .'~'ra..·0 W , '''he Romantic Im3.gination (New York:L:' 

Oxfo rd University Press, 1961 L p. 289. 
2 t,·.j- nl "d)3. l,e, vO erl. ge, QE. cit., p. xii. 
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During the Romantic period of English poetry, just 

as in the two preceding centuries, poets varied in their 

knowledge and use of science. As most studies prove, 

Shelley was very familiar with science, loved it, and used 

it lavishly in his poetry. In contrast, reactions vary con

cerning the use of science by Coleridge, Wordsworth and 

Keats. Wordsworth and Keats are often accused of disliking 

science. The conclusion of this study is that, like their 

predecessors, Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Keats all knew, 

respected, and used science in their poetry, in varying 

degrees. Of the three, Coleridge seemed to know and use 

science the most and Keats, the least. 

The poets of the Romantic period continued to keep 

science in its "place." They valued science and its con

tributions to man f S knowledge, but realized it did not 

offer ultim3te lmowledge. Wordsworth warned against 

unwarranted dissection for the result is a distorted view: 

Coleridge sought knowledge from all sources; and ICeats 

recognized the value of imagination or fancy. These views 

have been interpreted as blanket j_ndictments against 

science. However, it seems rather that all three poets 

were seeking a broader view and disliked any distortion that 

would prevent the attainment of their goal. Their recogni

tion of the limitations of science was neVer as hostile as 

the stinginq indictments penned by Pope and Swift.
--' ,.--.-' 
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Another observable trend was the exploration of the 

physico-theological theme. Although it is possible to find 

in their works some of the scientific imagery prominent in 

the two preceding centuries, usually imagery derived from 

astronomy and the microscope, the influence of science is 

seen prim~rily in the imagery taken from n~tural history, 

which is m02t often used to reveal the wisdom or order in 

nature. As with earlier poets, when necessary, scientific 

ex~ctnes8 was sacrificed for poetic effect. As W.P. Jones 

summarized the Romantics' link with earlier poets, they 

represent Ita continu'ltion of what had been said, however 

feebly, in hundreds of scientific poems of the eighteenth 

century."l Therefore, it would seem that the contemporary 

literary hostility toward science did not spring from the 

Romantics. 

A micro-biologist, Catherine Roberts, has expressed 

deep concern caused by the contemporary scientific-literary 

dichotomy. She su~gests the way to blend the best of the 

two cultures is selectivity, quality Dot quantity.2 Perhaps 

this blend is just what the Rom~~tics achieved. The influ

ence of science aD their poetry is not a blat~nt one, 

lIbid., p. 227. 

2Catherine Roberts, "Nightinoale, ~iwks and the Two 
Cultures, II The fu'ltioch Review, -X(V (Summer, 1,)65), 221-235. 
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rather a quiet, sustaining, nourishing one. It was a deep 

spring, welling up more incessantly each day during this 

period. Perhaps the Romantics, rather than ignoring or 

dis trus ting or damning the spring, drank very carefully and 

only to the degree that each one could nourish his spirit 

and his art. 

-
m 
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